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THIS MANUAL . . .

has been published primarily as a textbook for use in the famed Mohawk

Educational Clinic. It does not contain all of the material used in the

Clinics because, obviously, it is impossible to put much of this material

into cold type ... but we have included in the manual good reference

material for retail salesmen of all home furnishings departments.

Incidentally, Mohawk Is

the Only Mill in the U. S

where an Educational Clinic of such broad scope can be held because

Mohawk is the only Mill that makes all domestic weaves of wool floor

coverings. AND IN ADDITION, Mohawk spins its own yarns. . . . Many

of the looms and other machinery used in the Mills are cast and built in

the Mill's own foundry and machine shop.

With Leadership in Manufacturing

Comes a Responsibility . .

.

a responsibility which we cannot take lightly—the responsibility of leader-

ship in merchandising—in styling—in coloring; and of leadership in the

introduction of new textures.

This manual is an evidence of that leadership. It has outgrown the bounds

of the Clinic. The Manual, because of thousands of requests, has been made

available to all retailers and their salesmen.

[6]



. . . Historically Speaking

Sturdy pioneers created Mohawk. In 1878 four Shuttleworth brothers,

John, James, Walter, and Herbert, brought 14 Wilton hand looms from

England, set them up in the basement of a mill building in Amsterdam, and

started to weave 27-inch Brussels Carpet.

Between 1878 and 1920 these 14 Wilton hand looms developed into the

largest Wilton mills in the United States, and the home of the famous

Karnak Worsted Wilton.

In 1886 thirteen men, who had had experience in carpet mills, established

a Smyrna Chenille mill in Amsterdam. This mill was first known as

Howgate, McCleary & Company, later as McCleary, Wallin & Crouse. By

1920 the mill had replaced its Smyrna production with Axminster, Tapestry,

Velvet and Chenille.

In 1920 these two mills were consolidated and became the Mohawk

Carpet Mills, Inc., with Herbert L. Shuttleworth, one of the founders of

Shuttleworth Brothers Company, as President.

Today the Mohawk Carpet Mills occupies over 67 acres of floor space

and operates nearly 15,000 units of machinery in 67 buildings in Amsterdam.

Mohawk holds undisputed leadership in Chenille and Wilton production,

and the volume of Tapestry, Velvet and Axminster is well up among the

leading volumes of these weaves in the industry. A modern, streamlined

Axminster Mill is but one example of the progressiveness of the Mohawk

management.

Seventy-one years of know-how are back of every square yard of carpet

that comes off the Mohawk looms. With the well qualified and experienced

designers, the research laboratory, the market analysts, the splendid stylists,

the product control experts that are guiding Mohawk's destinies today, the

continued leadership of Mohawk in the industry is assured.

Howard P. Hildreth
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Only IMPORTED Wools

Are Used in Carpet Weaving . . .

Imported wools—and only imported wools—have the stamina, the

resilience, the length of fibre that are essential in floor coverings . . .

wools from Scotland, Near East, India, China, New Zealand, Argen-

tina—all rugged, mountainous countries where sheep are continually

fighting the elements. These are the wools that are blended and woven

into style-right Mohawk Carpet.

[8]



Wool Purchases

Are Carefully Checked . . .

It is only by extensive research and testing that the full knowledge of

wool characteristics and the skill required for blending various wools

are obtained. With factory-trained representatives in points as far dis-

tant as Karachi, India, Mohawk studies wool production and markets

at their source. When the wool arrives at the Mills and before it is

assigned, it is examined in the Quality Control Laboratory against

established standard specifications.
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Balanced Blending

Is Most Important . . .

Because each type of wool has its particular characteristics, due to

breeding and climatic conditions, it is necessary to secure the proper

blending of the various types. Some wools are used because of their

luster, some because of their strength, others add resiliency, and still

others have simple fulling properties. The wearing qualities in your
carpet depend upon the proper blending of these various factors.

Blending also controls to a considerable extent the bloom and the dye
absorption affinity of the yarn.



Wool Blending

Is a Fine Art . . .

One of the most important processes in carpet production is the proper

blending of the many types of wool. Each type of yarn requires a

different blending formula, depending on the wear factor expected

from the yarn. Mohawk has developed an automatic mechanical

blender which handles two to ten wools according to formula. This

mechanical blending assures an even balance for color absorption, fine

appearance and satisfactory wear throughout the entire batch. One of

the ageing periods follows this blending operation. The reason for

these ageing periods is to give the fibre time to adjust itself to sur-

rounding atmospheric conditions.

[11]
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Woo/ Fibres Are
Separated and Dusted . . .

One step in preparing wool for carpets and rugs is the feeding of the

wool through opening and dusting machines, which extract all for-

eign substances such as manure, burrs, twigs, and earth. As much as

1/3 of the weight of the wool may be lost in this operation. Inci-

dentally, in scouring and further processing, more than l/
2 of the

original weight may be lost.

[12}



The Wool
Is Thoroughly Scoured . . .

Batches of the blended wool are fed through huge kettles of hot water

solutions of soap and soda ash in which the wool is gently propelled

by long dipping rakes which agitate the wool sufficiently for the soap

and soda ash solution to scour it thoroughly. The wool then passes

through a series of wringers and rinsing waters to extract all of the

scouring solution. Temperature control in this operation is very im-

portant. Both the temperature of the solution and the temperature of

the room are regulated by thermometer controls.

[13]
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Much Care

Is Exercised in Drying . . .

Although wool is sometimes referred to as stronger than steel, it can

be abused very readily. Robbing the fibre of moisture unnecessarily,

heating it to a high temperature, or submitting it to strong acid or

alkali solutions will harm it and may destroy it entirely. After the

wool leaves the scouring kettles it is dried in large hot air agitation

ovens which must be carefully controlled in both temperature and
timing. The wool has now been blended, scoured and dried and is

ready for dyeing.

[14]



Raw Stock Dyeing

for Quantity Production . . .

When a large tonnage of yarn is needed for the continuous production

of the same color and quality of carpet, the wool is dyed in bulk in

huge vats before it is spun into yarn. This raw stock dyeing is a com-

paratively modern method and gives an assurance of level or uniform

dye throughout the entire batch. It is accomplished at a much lower

cost than skein dyeing because it saves several operations. Raw stock

dyed wool has all of the bloom and all of the wearing quality of the

wool itself.

[15]



Color Batches

Are Laid with Great Care . . .

As successive kettle loads of dyed stock are taken from the raw stock

dyeing kettles, they are put through hot air dryers and each batch is

then laid out in layers, one over the other. This work is done pains-

takingly to assure proper blending of the batches for even color.

Laboratory tests are made during the progress of dyeing to guarantee

the exact shade of color desired. This batch is given a serial number
which is recognized as uniform in any broadloom width for matching

purposes.

[16]
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Carding Is the First

Step in Controlling Yam "Weight . . .

Spinning the wool into yarn is a very important operation. The carding

machine consists of a traveling apron which delivers the wool fibres

from a hopper to a series of revolving rollers that run in the opposite

direction to a large center cylinder equipped with needle-like wire teeth

that interlock the wool fibres. This interlocking process is aided by a

slight lateral motion of the many small rollers. This forms a wide loose

web of wool.



A Second Card
Takes Over . . .

The soft web-like blanket from the first card is conveyed overhead into

a second set of carding rolls. Here the webbed fibres are again picked
up by a set of wire pointed rollers and the process of interlocking is

continued.

[18]



And Now Enters

the Roving . . .

At the delivery end of the second set of cards there are a number of

leather rub rollers divided into pairs. Each pair of these rollers picks

up several groups of these fibres, each about one inch wide, and rolls

them into strands of what is called roving. Thus the interlaced fibres

form a delicate yarn without twist and without strength, but sturdy

enough to wind on a spool for delivery to a spinning frame. This

roving is spun into single ply yarn. Please note here that throughout

the carding operation a uniform arrangement of the fibres governs an
evenly spun yarn. Also, it is in the carding operations that the type of

yarn is determined.

[19]



These Mules Are
Not Stubborn . . .

The spools of roving are placed at the back of woolen spinning frames
called mules. Each strand is threaded to a spindle bobbin on a moving
carriage at the front. This carriage draws the ends of the roving for-

ward very slowly for about six feet; then, even more cautiously, it gives
a slight extra draw as the bobbins turn continuously, making about 4y2
turns to the inch of roving. The carriage then returns and at the same
time winds the six feet of yarn on the bobbin and repeats the process.

This is one way single ply yarn gets its twist.

[20]



Mules Dont Do
All the Spinning . . .

Another method of woolen spinning is called ring spinning. Both mule

spinning and ring spinning have their particular uses. The spools of

roving are placed at the back of the ring spinners, each strand is drawn

down through tension guides and is twisted upon bobbins at the front

in a fast continuous operation.

[21]
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Building Up
Multiple Ply Yarns . . .

Single ply yarn from mule or ring spinners is combined into two,

three, or four ply yarn according to specifications. While this is a

simple operation, it must be carried out with the greatest of care to

assure uniformity and avoid knots.

[22]



Reeling the Yarn

for Skein Dyeing . . .

At times it is desirable to dye the yarn instead of the raw wool. For

this purpose natural wool is spun into yarn by identically the same
processes as have been described. The natural colored yarn is taken

from the bobbins and wound on large reels where it becomes skeins

that can be scoured and dyed. These skeins are removed from the reels

and twisted into hanks for better handling. Precaution must be taken

to guard against breaking, tangling, chafing and the like. Therefore,

the skeins are handled most carefully.

[23]



The Skeins

Are Thoroughly Scoured . . .

The hanks of natural yarn are fed into a series of scouring kettles on a

monel metal conveyor belt. They go through three scourings and a final

rinsing bath. After the yarn is thus thoroughly washed, rinsed and

squeezed dry, the hanks are unwound and the skeins are ready for

dyeing.

[24]



Sticking Up Yarn

for Dyeing . . .

The skeins of yarn are very carefully straightened out and hung on

cedar poles. Each skein must be opened and evenly spaced on the poles

to allow the dye to penetrate thoroughly and evenly. The quantities of

yarn and the size of the kettle vary greatly. All of the yarn used on a

particular order must be dyed in one kettle at one operation.
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How Skein Yarn
Is Dyed . . .

The poles on which the skeins are hung are arranged on racks which
are lowered into heated dye liquor. This liquor is constantly agitated

to give every ounce of dye and every fibre in the yarn equal chances for

cohesion and affinity. This dyeing operation requires the most expert

skill and the long experience of master dyers as well as modern auto-

matic controls. Constant tests are made of the yarn to determine just

when it reaches the desired shade.

[26]



How Skein Yarn

Is Dried , . .

Excess moisture is removed by hydroextractors. The damp skeins are

again hung over cedar poles, loaded on to a continuous sprocket chain

conveyor and sent on their way through a hot air agitation dryer. The

time required for this and the condition of the air are both under full

automatic control. When the yarn comes from this dryer it may be im-

mediately used for weaving or it may be sent to storage to await other

colors for the same job.

[27}
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Worsted Yarn . . .

Worsted carpet yarn is spun from the selected long staples of the wools

from such rugged countries as Iceland, Tibet, Argentina and New
Zealand. They go through the same processes of dusting, scouring and

drying, that woolen yarns go through, except that the machines that

process worsted staple are particularly adapted to handle the long

fibres more delicately to avoid breaking.

[28]



Carding

Worsted Fibres . . .

The worsted carding machines are quite different from the woolen
carding machine. The fibres are placed somewhat parallel by passing

over very large wire pointed cylinders. Drawn off the last cylinder as

a web, these fibres are rolled into a rope which is now known as sliver.

The worsted process consists of drawing out these rope-like slivers into

fine single ply, without unnecessary intertwining of the fibres. This

process, in other words, is directly opposite to the interlocking of the

fibres in spinning woolen yarns.

[29]



Each Sliver Is

Stretched Out . . .

The slivers are put through gill boxes before and after the combing
operation. Several ends of sliver are fed through two sets of rollers so

geared as to stretch out and thin the rope structure. This operation

helps to straighten the wool fibres and lay them parallel. The second

gilling, done after the combing, helps to blend the yarn.

[30]



Combing Out

the Noil . . .

Eighteen balls of four ends of sliver or 72 ends are placed in the car-

riage of the worsted combing machine. This carriage revolves hori-

zontally. At two points in the machine the slivers feed to fast revolving

wheels of paddles that whip out the shorter wool fibres. These shorter

fibres, called noils, are taken away by air suction, because only the

longer fibres must remain in worsted yarn.

[31]



Why Worsted Yarn

Costs More . . .

Worsted spinning requires something like five times the length of time

and about thirty more operations than woolen spinning. These factors,

coupled with the higher cost of selected long fibres, make worsted

yarns more expensive to manufacture.

[32]



The Laboratory

Studies All Fibres . . .

Every material that goes into carpet production is carefully analyzed
and checked against specifications. Every batch of wool must be com-
pared to standard types, because these standard type specifications in-

fluenced the purchase. Cotton yarns, jute yarns and kraftcord yarns
must be studied and each individual purchase approved before the
material can go into production.

[33]



Yarns Are Tested

for Strength . . .

The strength testing machine is only one of several scientific machines

in the Mohawk Laboratory. Several loops of yarn are wrapped around

the testing points and when these points are spread apart the machine

registers the points of strength expended. If this conforms to specifica-

tion, the yarn has passed its strength test.

[34]



Yarn Dye Tests

in the Laboratory . . .

Yarn is tested in the laboratory for its color absorption qualities and

for its blending qualities. It is also tested under different formulae and

kinds of dye. In a year's time many thousands of chemical tests are

made to determine specifications for materials and to choose approved

methods in manufacture. There are over fifty points of test while yarns

and fabric are in production.

[35]



The Sun

Never Sets . . .

The sun never sets and there is never a cloudy day in the laboratory

because all dyed yarns must be tested at all times for color fastness.

The fadeometer reproduces, as nearly as man and machine can, all of

the qualities of intensified sunlight. In a few hours the same results can

be obtained by the fadeometer as would require a thousand hours of

natural sunlight. The yarn is first tested and then samples of the fin-

ished carpet are tested for comparison.

[36]



The Carpet Designer

Paints Masterpieces with Yarn . . .

Not literally, of course, because the designer must first interpret his

ideas with tempera colors on paper. He uses checked paper—one check

for every tuft of yarn. His design must be geometrically perfect and

must conform to the weave limitations of the various weaves and

quality. (Elsewhere in this book is a detailed description of basic

carpet designs.)

[37]
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Thousands of Colors!

After the designer has completed his design in full color, it goes to the

colorist to make the color selections from established standards, which

are on file in his office. These established standards are color tufts and

number thousands of tints, tones and shades. The colorist studies the

designer's tempera colors and adapts them to woolen or worsted yarn

tufts in aniline, acid or chrome dyes.

[38]



THE WILTON WEAVES

In 1740 the Earl of Pembroke imported into England, from

France, some expert weavers and established a carpet factory at

Wilton, England. These weavers eventually formed themselves into

a guild and in 1801 were granted a charter by the English crown.

In 1825 they adapted to the Wilton Loom the Jacquard pattern

control device that had been invented in 1801 by Joseph Marie

Jacquard in Brussels, Belgium.

Fourteen looms of this type were brought from England to Am-

sterdam, New York, by the four Shuttleworth Brothers (Page 7).

Wilton meets the most exacting carpet needs up to the point

where custom-order Chenille serves the requirements to better ad-

vantage. Wilton may be woven from heavy woolen yarns such

as the Saxony type of yarn, or from fine worsted yarns which

allow closeness of weave and delicacy of design. In recent years the

Wilton Loom has become a very flexible loom at Mohawk. The so-

called embossed carpets, such as Mohawk's Bradlee and Raleigh

and the textured Shuttlepoint and Grosvenor, are recent develop-

ments on the Wilton Loom.

[39]



Cutting

the Jacquard Cards . . .

The checked design paper (Page 37) is cut into sections eighteen inches in

weft width. The pattern is analyzed to determine the position of the surface

yarns in the several frames at the back of the loom. Following a line of checks

weftwise on the design paper, the Jacquard card stamper inserts steel punches

in the plate of a press. The round holes which these punches make in a strip

of cardboard will select the colors of yarn in the loom to create the surface

pattern, according to the design. The cards are laced together to operate the

Jacquard control, something in the nature of an automatic piano player roll

attachment.

[40]
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Repeating

the Jacquard Pattern . . .

As the cost of using one set (1,944 cards for a Bradlee broadloom pattern

repeat to 11,232 in a worsted Wilton 9' x 12' rug) would be prohibitive, it is

necessary to cut duplicates so that several looms can be assigned to the weaving

of the same design. A complex duplicating punching machine has been designed

for this purpose.

[41]



The Jacqaard Operation

As the card moves against the needle plate, the needles enter the individual

holes in the card, permitting the hooks on top of the lift wires to engage the

lifting grate and thus raise the surface yarns in the weave to accomplish the

design. All other needles are pushed back by the card, allowing the grate to

pass by the hooks controlled by these needles. This allows these yarns to weave

dormant in the body and back of the fabric.

[42]



Shuttle Binding .

After the weft row of surface yarn is lifted by the Jacquard action over the

pile wire, the loom shuttle travels across under one layer of cotton chain warp

yarn and over the buried surface yarns. Each row of pile loops is securely bound

in before the bladed wire is withdrawn to cut and form the tufts in the face

of the fabric. Two shots of the shuttle are necessary in woolen constructions to

bind the tufts, while a third shot is added in worsted construction to bind

securely.

[43]
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The Wilton Loom
The Jacquard Wilton Loom is often compared to an automatic player

piano. The Jacquard apparatus consists of a series of cardboards perforated

with holes, cut in accordance with the checked paper colors indicated by

the designer. Yarns of these same colors are arranged in trays or frames at

the rear of the loom. Two to six of these frames of yarn determine the

quality of the carpet and the number of colors that can be used in a pattern.

The Jacquard mechanism lifts each strand of yarn as needed to the surface,

over what is called a pile wire.

As the weaving operation proceeds, the warp threads are raised and

lowered, weaving the Jacquard weft yarns solidly into position.

The wires, already referred to, may be equipped with razor blade ends,

so that when they are withdrawn—an automatic process that is part of the

loom action—these razor ends cut the loop and form the velvet-like surface

of the Wilton fabric.

If the wires were not equipped with these razor blade ends, a round wire

fabric would be formed when the wires are withdrawn. This is called Brus-

sels or Round Wire Carpet.

The quality of the carpet is determined by the character and ply of the

surface yarn, the types of warp and weft yarns employed, the number of

yarns in the weft direction called pitch (see Page 162), the number of wires

in the warp inch, and the height of the pile.

Wilton is often referred to as the "aristocrat of domestic floor coverings."

[45]



THE CHENILLE WEAVE

Chenille is the weave of unlimited possibilities. The Chenille

process was patented in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1839, by James

Templeton and William Quigley. It was later improved by John

Templeton. The McCleary Division of Mohawk Carpet Mills has

been weaving Chenille almost from the time the McCleary Mill was

founded in 1886. Today 85% of all the Chenille manufactured in

the United States comes from the Mohawk looms. Chenille is par-

ticularly and peculiarly adapted to fine homes, hotel and theatre

lobbies, public buildings, club rooms, executive offices. It can be

woven any shape, any pattern, any color, any size—and seamless

up to 30 feet wide.

The weaving of Chenille is unique. Two different types of looms

are required in this manufacture. The first weaves a weft blanket

in which the pile height and fabric design are controlled. This

blanket is cut into strips and becomes the Chenille fur that goes

into the actual rug weaving on the second loom.

[46]



Cutting

the Chenille Design . . .

To guide the manufacturing operation in Chenille, the checked design paper

(Page 37) is cut by hand into strips two checks wide in the weft direction.

These strips are linked into one continuous ribbon for the weaving of a weft

blanket of surface yarn. This weft blanket is woven on a weft loom—one of

two looms required in Chenille Weaving. Each row of checks represents one

weft row of yarn tufts or Chenille fur in the finished rug.

* /
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Weaving
the Weft Blanket . . .

The operator uses a beam of strong chain warp threads spaced twice the width

of the height of pile specified. Shuttles containing the surface yarn of desired

colors are inserted as called for by the checked paper. In plain fabric, wider

looms are operated and no design control is needed.

[48]



Controlling

the Design . . .

As the weft weaver follows the call for color on the left side of the two-row

strip of design paper, the weft blanket will be woven with two shots of each

color of pile yarn to each check of the paper. As the checks on the design

change in color, the weaver must change the shuttle to correspond. Just as many

different shuttles of yarn are required as there are colors called 'for in the design.

As the end of each strip of design paper is reached, the strip is reversed and

the weaving continued.

[49]



Chenille Fur
from Weft Blankets . . .

The weft blanket is cut by revolving steel knives midway between the chain
warp threads. These narrow strips are immediately steamed and ironed into

V-shaped Chenille "fur" or "caterpillar-like" chains of surface yarn. Since each
strip is doubled to form this fur, it follows that half the distance between the

chain warp threads becomes the pile height of the final rug. It is this Chenille

fur that becomes the pile in the finished carpet.

[50]



Inspecting

the Chenille Fur . . .

After the Chenille fur has been steamed and pressed it is ready for inspection.

Extreme accuracy must be maintained throughout all operations. Practically

every step is inspected before the next step is undertaken. Chenille, therefore,

is a semi-handmade domestic floor covering.

[51]
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The Chenille Loom
In the second or rug weaving operation, the Chenille fur is brought over

the back of the loom and guided into the cotton chain warp weaving posi-

tion with a brass ring that travels weftwise through the shed. As the fur is

laid in place, two weavers catch it at either end and turn the tufts upward

before combing the entire width of tufts up through very fine and strong

cotton catcher warp threads placed three-and-a-half to the inch.

After a row of fur has been laid and packed tightly against the rug struc-

ture already woven, the loom is started to weave four rows of heavy woolen

backing yarn. Then the guide carries the fur back through the shed so that

this hand tufting operation and loom operation can be repeated.

The Chenille rug weavers are well trained and experienced men. They are

carefully teamed to assure equal pressure in the hand tufting operation.

When plain Chenille is being woven, the rug weavers tuft the fur into the

weft width just as it comes along.

In patterned Chenille the checked paper is marked at regular intervals to

call for a marking in the back of the weft blanket warps which will show

up at the same intervals in the fur. These marks will then be lined up by

the rug weavers with marked catcher warps in order to guarantee the ac-

curacy of the finished rug design.

Plain colors account for the major portion of Chenille production.

[53]



Finished Chenille

Gets a Hair Cut . . .

Narrow widths of Chenille are sheared by the same types of revolving shear
knives as are used for other weaves. The wider Chenilles are run through a

shearing machine in which the shear travels on a carriage, back and forth across

the narrow width of the fabric every six feet of length. This process resembles
the use of a grass lawnmower, as it travels to and fro, even more closely than a

standard shear.

[54]



Carving Chenille

Adds to Its Beauty . . .

Plain Chenilles are very often hand carved with scroll and floral patterns

—

either as borders or all-over designs. Carving adds immeasurably to the beauty

of fine Chenille and enhances its value as a handmade carpet. Figured Chenilles

may also be carved to accentuate the outlines of the figures.

[55]



THE AXMINSTER WEAVE
About the middle of the eighteenth century, rug weaving was

undertaken at Axminster, England, to imitate Turkish carpets, and

the fabric soon became known as Axminster.

The first carpet mill, established in the United States at Phila-

delphia in 1791 by William Peter Sprague, undertook the produc-

tion of Axminster on English looms. Axminster was not a popular

weave until the invention of a power loom for making a spool type

Axminster weave, known as moquette. This loom was invented in

1876 by Halcyon Skinner at Yonkers, New York. It was later im-

proved by his sons, Charles and A. L. Skinner.

This power loom development allowed speed in production and

lowered costs so that American Axminster was brought into quan-

tity production and a position of leadership that it has steadily

maintained. Fully one half of the Mohawk yardage is woven in

Axminster. Mohawk operates the most up-to-date factory in the

country on part of this production.

Axminster can be specified for quite moderate budget require-

ments and also for some installations in the higher price range

where semi-luxury permits. A real richness both in sound absorp-

tion and comfort under foot can be obtained by depth of pile. A
definite wear value can be obtained by closeness of weave. The

Mohawk Carpet Mills weave Axminster up to fifteen feet in width.
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Axminster

Setting

Yarns . . .

After the yarns have been spun and dyed they are wound on spools. Two girls

place these spools over pegs on a table, following a line of checks weftwise on

the design paper. The yarns are drawn through a reed and wound on a loom

spool sufficient to weave that row of tufts in possibly eight hundred yards of

carpet. The loom spools are wound until the pattern is completed and are kept

in proper sequence for further processing.
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Threading

the Loom Spools . . .

The 3/4 or 6/4 width loom spools are threaded and fitted into metal holding

brackets or tube frames which are attached to a continuous sprocket delivery

chain on the loom to bring the surface yarns to the weaving position. This

threading machine draws each yarn end through the guiding tin tube that will

insert the yarn through the cotton chain warp threads in weaving.
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Yarn Prepared

for Loom . . .

Each surface yarn is held firmly in the tin tube delivery, arranged seven to the

weft inch, which accounts for the standard pitch of 189 to the twenty-seven

inch width. This holder is known as a tube frame and is fitted on each end

with a spring catch which allows it to be fitted into the sprocket chain delivery

system at the top of the loom. This spool of yarn and tube frame guide will be

lifted out of the chain, taken to the position of weave and returned to the chain

each time this row of tufts is needed in the design.
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Tip:.
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The Axminster Loom
With the cotton chain and stuffer warp yarns beamed in from the back

of the looms in the usual manner, the surface woolen yarns are supplied in

proper sequence to the weave shed by the continuous sprocket chain into

which the tube frames have been fitted. The weft binding and filling yarn

is supplied from the right side by a needle thrust rather than a shuttle.

As the loom operates, two metal clutches reach upward, remove the tube

frame from the chain, dip the yarn ends down between the chain warps and

return the tube frame to the chain when the operation is completed.

To effect this, the needle thust carries the binding and filling weft across

to meet and bind a selvedge edge by looping over a small shuttle traveling

in a curved raceway and then return to the right side of loom again. This

is a three shot motion or the supply of three double yarns to each row of

surface tufts. Two weft yarns will bind the tufts into the fabric, two will

act as filling between the rows and two will build the back construction.

After the surface yarns are inserted, a rocker comb consisting of small

fingers will turn the yarn ends back up between the chain warps to complete

the tufts. After being bound firmly by the needle thrust action, a straight

knife moves forward to contact a curved knife from the back and cut the

entire row of tufts before the tube frame is returned to the chain. As the

fabric is woven, it passes under a platform and rolls up back of the operator.
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THE TAPESTRY-VELVET WEAVES

The process of applying the pattern to surface yarns before weav-

ing was developed by Richard Whytock of Edinburgh, Scotland, in

1831- His aim was to make a carpet at lower cost than Brussels and

Wilton.

Many obstacles had to be overcome in the early development, and

failures by Mr. Whytock and other manufacturers kept the method

from much success until introduced into the United States in 1843.

Then the demand for the fabrics assumed large proportions.

While this type of carpet and rug production appears to be very

complicated and possibly expensive to produce, it is found that

speed in manufacture and a saving in material are attained. These

fabrics will supply the needs from the lowest buying brackets to

qualities in competition with other weave constructions.

Velvet construction is the cut pile fabric woven on a Tapestry

loom. It differs from Wilton because it does not have the buried

surface yarn cushion and sturdiness of the Jacquard Wilton.

Velvet falls into a lower price bracket than Wilton. The surface

yarn is supplied to the loom on large beams and is brought to the

weave shed as a warp yarn. Plain color weaves are produced on

fully automatic looms, up to eighteen feet in width.

When patterned fabric is desired, the colors are dyed upon

each strand of yarn before weaving, and by skillful setting are

raised in the weave where needed to create the design. Razor bladed

pile wires cut the yarn loop to gain the Velvet surface effect, as in

Wilton. Tapestry carpet is the uncut velvet weave.

The qualities can vary from the very lowest to a heavy hooked

type that simulates hand hooked native New England carpet, as in

Mohawk's Pilgrim Hooked. Plain colors can also be used with

striking effect in this looped construction, for both decorative value

and exceptional wear.
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Winding
Yarn on Drum . . .

Natural white surface yarn is wound on large drum cylinders covered with oil-

cloth. Each spool supply will furnish a certain number of turns to give a

desired yardage in skein form. The circumference of the drum will provide the

length of yarn required for a repeat of the design.
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Loading

Dye Carriers . . .

Hundreds of different shades of color are kept in flour paste solution in large

wooden barrels, to provide a uniform and constant supply for use on surface

yarn dyeing drums. As each color is needed, the drum dyer will pour it into

a dye carrier box to allow a hard rubber wheel to apply the dye paste upon the

yarn as the carrier is drawn back and forth beneath the drum.
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Drum Dyeing

the Yarn . . .

The drum dyer will follow a warp line on the checked design paper at the

left, guided by a numbering system on a scale board that tallies with the numer-

als on the circumference of the drum cylinder. Starting with one of the lightest

tints of color, the dyer fills the dye carrier and sets the cylinder to the proper

number. The carrier travels back and forth to dye all the yarns. The cylinder

is revolved to the next demand for the same color and the operation is repeated.
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Stripping Yarn

from the Drum . . .

When each color has been applied and the drum of yarn has been completely

dyed, the oilcloth and yarn are removed from the cylinder by dyers who

work in teams. The oilcloth is removed for washing while the yarn is suspended

for a period of time to allow the dyestuff to penetrate the fibres of wool very

thoroughly. Many drums will be engaged at one time to provide the hundreds

of these surface yarns that will be supplied to the loom in the warp direction

which makes this type of weave unique.
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Inspecting

Dyed Yarn . . .

The yarn is carefully inspected to make certain that the dye has been properly

applied and that it is being absorbed by the fibres in their natural affinity for

color matter. Each skein is then numbered for control through the subsequent

manufacturing steps. After the necessary seasoning period, the skeins are spread

upon trays for delivery to steam ovens. In a certain period of time this steam

treatment will assure penetration of the dyestuff and set the color permanently.
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Winding
the Yarn Skeins . . .

After steaming, every skein is washed thoroughly to remove the flour paste used

in the dye mixture. After careful drying, these skeins are then wound on large

spools which are given the skein numbers to keep the yarn in proper sequence.

There, placed on creel racks, the yarns are in proper order for delivery to the

setting frame where the yarn is beamed for delivery to the loom.
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Tapestry -Velvet Setting

Drawn from the creel, the yarns are threaded through reeds to a loom beam on

setting frames. The design paper has been supplied in duplicate of the drum

dyeing scale guide. Two operators will draw each yarn through the reeds until

the dyed colorings tally with the design fastened underneath the yarn. This

setting of the yarn to the pattern is effected at short intervals and each time the

yarns are clamped and wound upon the loom beam.
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The Tapestry-Velvet Loom

The operation of the Tapestry-Velvet loom is the simplest of the carpet

types, for all the yarns run as warps and are bound by the usual weft shuttle

operation of standard weaving. The woolen or worsted surface yarns are

raised above the pile wires regularly, the round or flat wires forming the

uncut loops of Tapestry or hooked constructions and the bladed wires cut-

ting the loops and weaving Velvet qualities.

As the surface yarns bear the dyed design in an elongated form, the

pattern develops as the fabric is woven. The cotton weft binding and filling

yarns have been sized and dampened in cop form to bind more firmly, and

the warp chain and stuffer yarns are usually sized to add strength and

rigidity.

While light weight inexpensive qualities can be manufactured by this

method, other heavier and deep piled fabrics can be woven that rank well

up in carpet and rug offerings. By far the largest percentage of plain or

solid color floor coverings is produced by this method. Woven direct from

beams of solid colored yarn, a wide variety of qualities can be produced in a

highly satisfactory manner.

In summary, it will be noted that all the five popular domestic weaves

manufactured have their individual characteristics and advantages in design

and texture values, while each has some factor that may favor it from a pro-

duction or price angle. These weaves do not necessarily compete with one

another but rather serve to present the most complete woven floor covering

service ever attempted.
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Shearing

Carpet Fabric . . .

Included in the several steps in finishing carpet fabric is the important process

of shearing the surface of the cut pile textures. The tiny fibres that are above

the desired height of pile, left by the pile wire blades or loom cutting knives,

must be sheared to a smooth uniform level by revolving shear blades. Brushed,

vacuum cleaned and burled, the fabric may be sheared the second time before

final backsizing, steaming, drying and inspection.
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Burling

the Fabrics . . .

The final tailoring of carpet weaves is known in the trade as the burling opera-

tion. As the fabric is drawn over well lighted inspection tables, carefully trained

operators examine every square inch. It may be necessary only to remove an

occasional knot, restore a missing tuft or correct any minor deviation from

standard specifications. Vigilance and extreme patience will find their reward

in the quality that is maintained in this manner.
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The Final Inspection

Every square yard of fabric is minutely examined on the floor by several in-

spectors to assure perfection and to warrant the final stamp of approval by the

manufacturer. More than a dozen experienced operators will share in the pass-

ing of a fabric before three may join in the responsibility of the last O. K,

This inspection concludes the series of fifty or more points where tests and

inspections are made of the materials used in the construction or required in the

sundries consumed.
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Tailoring

the Carpet . . .

Machine serging of sides, ends or both are often specified in a carpet quality,

while hemming and fringing are considered the tailoring need of some part of

the production. A strong cotton tape colored to match the fabric with mill or

grade name inter-woven will add to the wear and appearance values. Labels will

be attached or stencils will be applied to the back of fabric to carry the Mohawk

guarantee of quality and assurance of satisfactory wear.
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The Product

Is Tested . . .

In order to maintain the Mohawk balanced construction there are six factors

that must be constantly checked, viz: 1. Wool Blend; 2. Pilch; 3. Wires or rows

per warp inch; 4. Yarn size; 5. Pile height; 6. Backing material. Small squares

are die-cut from the finished goods to undergo the most rigid tests and detailed

analysis. Established standards proven by long experience must be maintained

to back up the manufacturer's claim for superior quality.
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Analyzing

Carpet Specimens . . .

At regular intervals in production, each grade of fabric woven is dissected. The

several component parts are weighed and checked to maintain manufacturing

standards. This analysis must be performed with expert skill and minute ac-

curacy because the amount of each fibre and its independent use is relatively

small. This test is also made of competitive merchandise and also when con-

tracts are entered to produce an established standard quality.
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Checking

Pile Height . . .

All finished floor coverings, whether cut or uncut surface yarn tufted, are

checked for pile height with a thickness gauge before, during and after all wear

tests. This gauge is also used to check the loom cut and shearing operations

regularly in the production line. It is a valuable guide in the study of all com-

petitive merchandise.
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Testing

for Wearability . . .

The most important and final assurance in the quality control is the determina-

tion of the wear factors of a fabric by submitting it to a mechanical crushing of

the pile with an accompanying scuffing and abrasive friction to stimulate actual

wear. This ingenious method, under controlled atmospheric conditions, is ex-

ceedingly accurate in its findings in a very short time. Other tests are made in

actual use in office and mill traffic lanes.



All Wrapped Up
and Ready to Go . . .

Anticipating the frequent customer demand for unusually prompt service,

Mohawk has built up a nationwide distributor warehouse and cut order service

supported by large stocks to provide overnight delivery in most instances.
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IN REVIEW

One of the most amazing facts about the manufacture of carpet is the

tremendous number of operations required. This is always a source of great

interest to the men who attend the Mohawk Educational Clinics. Even

carpet men of many years' experience often do not realize the ramifications

of carpet manufacturing.

The question is often asked: "How can carpets be sold for so little

money?" The answer, of course, is mechanical production. Many of the

looms and other machines in use at Mohawk were designed by Mohawk

for the particular jobs they do. Constant study is being made to improve

machines and to step up machine operations, within the limits of good

craftsmanship.

For carpet making is a craft. Many of the operations—dyeing, spinning,

weaving—are modern mechanical adaptations of ancient handicrafts. But

the addition of mechanical power has not lessened the need for skill on

the part of the workman. There are more than 200 men and women at

Mohawk who have been dyeing and spinning and weaving for from 25 to

50 years.

It is the skill acquired from experience—the "know how"—that makes

good carpet.

On the following eight pages we have attempted to describe more clearly

the various Mohawk weaves.
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FIVE-FRAME WOOLEN WILTON
(TWO-SHOT)

WOOL WILTON WEAVE
Wool Wilton, heavier and coarser

than the worsted, provides a luxury

feeling under foot coupled with de-

sign detail and an extremely sturdy

foundation construction. Expansive

rugs often provide the correct instal-

lation for large lobby or foyer.

USES

Wool Wilton can be chosen ad-

visedly for all the heavy traffic posi-

tions. Particularly severe wear con-

ditions should be met by the use of

the tightly twisted yarn known to the

trade as Saxony, which can also be

woven economically in lesser yardages.

CHARACTERISTICS

Compact in surface yarn, staunch in

foundation and deep in pile, better

qualities of wool Wilton are dis-

tinguished for their splendid wear
value under severe traffic. Excep-

tional wear can be met with the use

of a tightly twisted Saxony type of

surface yarn.
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CONSTRUCTION

Cross section diagram of a five-frame,

two-shot Wool Wilton fabric with two
stuff er warps.
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FIVE-FRAME WORSTED WILTON
(THREE -SHOT)

WORSTED WILTON WEAVE

Wilton is recognized as a luxury

fabric. The finer and more expensive

worsted yarn grades provide a detail

and delicacy in design, through the

use of the Jacquard pattern control,

not possible to obtain in any other

of the standard types.

USES

In Worsted Wilton each fibre in the

face yarn is tied in to the back con-

struction. This makes it particularly

suitable for dining rooms where any

fluff would be objectionable; for

hospitals where cleanliness is para-

mount; for Pullman cars for fre-

quent cleaning.

CHARACTERISTICS

The surface yarn buried in the body

of a Jacquard Wilton weave (usually

seen through the back) and its con-

sequent sturdy construction are its

outstanding characteristics. As Wil-

ton is woven in worsted yarn in

greater yardage than other types, it

is specified for cleanliness.

CONSTRUCTION

Cross section diagram of a five-frame,
three-shot Worsted Wilton fabric with
three stuffer warps.
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BRUSSELS

BRUSSELS WEAVE

With the use of a round wire rather

than a razor bladed flat pile wire,

a Wilton weave becomes a Brussels.

Each warp surface yarn running

through the fabric is raised to form
an uncut loop in the design on the

face. This yarn can be varied from
a fine worsted to a heavily twisted

and bulky type of woolen yarn.

USES

The uncut loops and heavy yarn will

furnish a depth of pile and unusual

wearing qualities.

CHARACTERISTICS

Brussels carpet is a loop-pile fabric

with a strongly-woven back which
guarantees a firm fabric of ultra

modern character and high intrinsic

value.

CONSTRUCTION
This construction view is a two-shot
Wilton, With uncut loop-pile it be-
becomes a Brussels.
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CHENILLE WEAVE
Custom order Chenille can be speci-

fied in a wide range of quality and
price. It has been woven to copy
some of the finest and rarest Oriental

creations. It has been woven in forms

up to several tons in weight, myriad
shapes and ultra modern in rough
texture effects.

USES

The outstanding advantages of the

Chenille weave is its adaptability to

any and every need. Any type of

yarn, any width to thirty feet, any

length and shape and coloring, any

design, any density of pile and in

one of four depths or pile, give

salesmen a freedom of choice.

CHARACTERISTICS

The striking characteristic of custom

order Chenille is its heavy woolen

back. This makes the fabric almost

a complete animal fibre product

which might be needed to resist

dampness. This heavy cushion will

guarantee greater wear to the -same

amount of surface yarn.

CONSTRUCTION

Cross section of fourshot Chenille

weave. Two weft shots passing over the

catcher thread.
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AXMINSTER

AXMINSTER WEAVE

The Axminster construction leads in

yardage production in the U.S.A.

Unlimited in use of the number of

colors, it fits perfectly into the mid-

dle cost brackets in any requirement

for public or residential use.

USES

Axminster is woven in so wide a

range of qualities that it can be

adapted to almost any requirement

in the middle price bracket. It does

not compete with the Wilton or Che-

nille weaves for heavy duty in public

spaces. It is at its best for silence

and a sense of luxury.

CHARACTERISTICS

Distinguished by the double row of

weft binding and filling yarns in-

serted by a needle thrust (easily

noted on the back), Axminster can

be rolled lengthwise but not cross-

wise. The better grades provide deep
pile and closeness of weave that give

them superb luxuriousness
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CONSTRUCTION

Cross section of a single chain Axmin-
ster with three double shots of weft and
two stuffer yarns. This weave produces
a back with a heavy ribbed effect.
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TWO-SHOT VELVET

VELVET WEAVE

The Velvet weave is the simplest

form of carpet construction. The use

of razor bladed pile wires cut the

surface yarn loops, giving the velvet-

like face and the name for this con-

struction. Better qualities serve many
requirements with deserved success.

USES

Velvet can be used where traffic is

moderate or where there are definite

budget limitations. To change the

decorative scheme occasionally, as in

leased apartments, supper clubs,

neighborhood theatres, salesrooms

and the like, Velvet can be recom-

mended with confidence.

CHARACTERISTICS

All the surface yarn is doing its lull

duty in the Velvet as it is held firmly

in the back construction and it is not

buried too deeply in the fabric. The
usual construction is a tightly woven
pile of comparatively short length

intended to give maximum service

for the investment.

CONSTRUCTION

Cross section of a two-shot Velvet with

two stuff er warps. The surface yarns are

dyed on drums—each yarn dyed several

colors according to design.
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TWO-SHOT TAPESTRY

TAPESTRY WEAVE
The Tapestry weave is formed by

uncut surface yarn loops over round
pile wires in the same simple loom
operation as the cut pile Velvet. It

is often referred to as a Hooked
type because it simulates home hand-

hooked products.

USES

The uncut loop Tapestry and hooked
effects give a longer wear value in

the same locations but will often lack

the resilience and sound absorption

found in the cut pile fabrics. There
is a growing interest in the use of

high and low pile novelties.

CHARACTERISTICS

Unusual wear is assured from the

uncut loops in this Tapestry and
Hooked form. The use of heavy yarn

will furnish a depth of pile and also

allow for variety in the height of the

loops to form special texture effects.
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CONSTRUCTION

Cross section of a two-shot Tapestry
with three stuffer warps. This weave is

similar to the Velvet except for the un-
cut pile loops.



PILGRIM
HOOKED
WEAVE

PILGRIM HOOKED WEAVE
A heavier fabric is produced in Mo-
hawk's Pilgrim Hooked, where a six

ply stuffer, two double ply fine chain

warps, and two shots of weft are

used. Here the heavier yarns are

drawn down under the bottom weft

shot and locked securely by the fine

chain warp.

USES

The uncut loop Tapestry weave, with

a heavy yarn forming uncut surface

loops and extra warp foundation,

will provide a simulated hooked ef-

fect. Colonial patterns will supply

the Pilgrim Hooked construction with

decorative interest.

CHARACTERISTICS

Unusual wear is assured from the

uncut loops in this Tapestry and
Hooked form. The use of heavy yarn

will furnish a depth of pile and
also allow for variety in the height

of the loops to form special texture

effects.

CONSTRUCTION

This construction view shows Mohawk's
Pilgrim Hooked, six ply stuffer, two
double ply chain warps, and two shots

of weft and heavy uncut surface yarns.
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COLOR and Its Influence on Carpet Selling

Today's customers in all income groups are different from former cus-

tomers. They have new habits of living, of thinking

—

and of buying.

They have been reading home magazines, going to lectures, discussing

room problems with their friends. Their heads are buzzing with ideas for

re-doing their homes. Their thoughts about home furnishings center on

color schemes, period styles, decorative values, and room effects . . . and

in an increasing number of cases they know what they are talking about.

Above all, they know color. They know what color they want and why
and they know what color goes with colors they want and why.

In science, in art, in everyday living, color plays a vital role and in your

particular job as carpet man, more than ever you must NOW be able to

discuss and give advice on this subject. To do this well, you should be

able to think in terms of color.

So that you may be familiar with the practical application of color knowl-

edge to the selling of carpets and rugs, we have included in this Manual

two chapters on color. In "What Is Color/' we deal with the general subject

and endeavor to give the reader a brief background which will enable him
better to understand color. In "What to Do with Color," we try to give

as much pertinent and practical information as we can to help the carpet

man with his color problems.

// we were asked to emphasize one point in the entire story

of color, we would choose to stress the Enjoyment of Color.

For some reason or other, the great majority of people are indifferent to

the very real pleasure to be derived from Color. They seem to have closed

their minds against the full realization of one of life's most highly per-

sonal experiences. This mental color blindness must be thrown off before

Color can come into its own. Initiative, even more than taste, experience

and knowledge, is necessary before we can see and enjoy Color.

Mohawk Carpet Mills has spared no effort or expense to bring to the

consumer every possible means of satisfying his color taste in rugs and

carpeting. The art of the designer and colorist, the skill of the dyer, the

contribution of science and industry, are all drawn upon in order to make
possible this wealth of color.

Here Is Your Challenge . . .

Home furnishing selling is entering upon a new era. It will be an era

in which you—the carpet salesman—will be expected to know color because

most of your customers will have this information from the same sources

that are available to you.
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What Is Color?

To the average person, Color is something to be taken for granted. We
see it in every glimpse of the world about us but only when it gives us

particular pleasure do we pause to think about it.

In everyday life we are so accustomed to color that often we show a

tendency to ignore it and rather to consider our surroundings as if they

existed only in the gray shades of photography. After all, form, shading

and perspective do give a graphic and almost complete visual record. Con-

sider the movies. Never once in all its history did the public question the

medium because it did not include the color which is a part of the world

of reality. When Technicolor came it brought to the movies an entirely

new world of vivid and exciting color. Strange it is that color on the screen

seems so much more important and beautiful than it does in life itself. In

fact, one of the great difficulties with the early Technicolor movies was to

control the colors, keep them from being obtrusive and to integrate them

with the mood of the story.

In spite of our paradoxical nonchalance where color is concerned, we

could not live normally in a world without it. Color is a practical neces-

sity as well as a source of beauty. We are constantly judging, selecting and

arranging colors. Equipment, buildings, home furnishings and clothing all

bring up the color question. Problems of visibility, practicability, moods,

personal preferences and aesthetics enter into every use of color.

Many of man's activities are closely identified with Color. The oculist is

interested in it as it applies to vision. The psychologist is interested in it as

it relates to man and his emotions. The chemist is confronted with the wide

field of color chemistry. The artist is concerned with the mixture of pig-

ments, with his palette of colors and the mood he can establish. The deco-

rator uses color aesthetically. The advertising man uses color to attract

buyers and the manufacturer and merchant use color to sell merchandise.

The consumer exercises his personal preference and finds that some colors

are more becoming to him than others.

The scientist asks, "What is Color? How does it act? What are the results

of its actions?"

Color Is an EXPERIENCE

It is a sensation transmitted by the eyes to the brain centers where it is

registered upon our consciousness according to our personal receptivity.

We cannot see color in the dark. In no possible way can we experience

the sensation of color except through light and vision.
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Light and the Color Spectrum

Light is directly responsible for the phenomenon of color. Not only does it

illuminate the scene when we view the color of an object but it also provides
properties which, in themselves, help to create the sensation of color.

It is correct to say that no object has color but that it reflects light in such a
manner that waves of light of various lengths reach the eyes and, through them,
the brain centers where color responses are registered in the mind.

To appreciate this statement you must realize that light is transmitted by waves
of radiant energy. These waves compose a narrow band in the ether spectrum.

Now please recall that a beam of light can be broken up into the colors of the
spectrum by passing it through a prism. You have seen this occur in nature in

the formation of the rainbow. This color spectrum corresponds to the narrow
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band of light waves in the

ether spectrum. Each compo-

nent color has its correspond-

ing wave length.

At either end of the color

spectrum and just beyond

the limits of human vision

are the infra-red waves and

the ultra-violet waves. The
X-ray waves, the radio waves

and the Cosmic waves are

other bands in this same

ether spectrum, so you see

that the phenomenon of color

is closely linked to these

other marvels of nature and

science.

You must remember that the

colors we are now talking

about are light rays and not

pigments or paints.

Three of these color rays are primary or basic colors. They are red, green and

blue and by mixture produce all other colors. White is the total sum of all three

primary colors. We see white in an object when it reflects all three primary

colors of light equally. Black is the total subtraction of all three primary colors.

We see black in an object when it absorbs all three primary colors equally.

Most objects are intermediate in color between the two extremes of white and

black. In these cases some of the light rays are reflected, some are absorbed. The
mixture of these reflected light rays is the color of the object.

Color Analysis

Scientists and industries concerned with color have always had a difficult prob-

lem in precisely analyzing color. To maintain samples and production against

standards requires an ideal condition of exact mathematical analysis.

The time honored method has been to rely entirely on expert colorists to do

this work by eye. Since the colorist did not have the benefit of some scien-

tifically correct analyses he was placed in the unfair position of competing

against all sorts of unequal conditions and intangibles.

Visual comparison of an unknown color with a standard, either with or without

the aid of a colorimeter, is subject to uncertainties. This is true because the

color sensitivity of the eye varies considerably from one person to another.

Furthermore, no matter how well color standards are preserved, they will

change appreciably with time. Therefore, visual methods are unscientific and

unreliable. They result in differences of opinion and in complaints and dis-

satisfied customers.
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Today, scientific analysis of color does exist by means of a device called a Spec-
trophotometer. This mechanical eye measures the wave lengths of all the compo-
nent colors which, when mixed together, compose the color of the sample. These
measurements are automatically recorded as a graph. Comparison between the

graphs of colors will reveal whether they match and, if not, in what particular

regard they differ. Gone are the personal angles and the differences of opinion.

The Spectrophotometer supplies a permanent color record that is not open to

dispute. All of Mohawk's colors are graphed permanently by the Spectro-

photometer instead of the human eye. Color matches obtained with this instru-

ment are identical under all types of illumination which cannot be the case

with the visual measurements made under varying light.

The Language of Color

The scientific explanation of color refers mainly to the color rays of light.

Nevertheless, certain principles based on the action of these primary red, green
and blue color rays account for the action and effect of color wherever found.

A great deal of confusion has resulted from efforts to translate these principles

into arbitrary rules governing the use of color, particularly in the matter of
color harmony. Color harmony is a matter of aesthetics determined largely by
personal preference, by taste and by experience.

The artist, the painter, the decorator, the dyer, the printer and the layman meet
on common ground where color is concerned. They must work with one an-
other and speak some common language of color so that they may identify,

mix and combine colors according to direction and to mutual satisfaction.

In contrast to science's three primaries of red, green and blue, the artist has found
from practical experience that he has three primaries of red, yellow and blue.

By mixing these three colors he can build his complete color spectrum.

One of the most difficult things about working with color has been the loose-

ness of terminology. Unfortunately the language of color is anything but
precise. Blue-green and blue-purple may both be called blue. One might refer

to a color as red, you may call it scarlet, someone else may feel impelled to

call it crimson. Still more confusing are the coined names which are intended
to create buying appeal in the mind of the consumer. Not many of them at-

tempt accurately to describe a color.
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One of the most noteworthy steps to clear up this chaos has been made by the

Munsell System of Color Notation. Mun-
sell has organized all color on the basis

of the three basic attributes of color and

has attached somewhat special meanings

to them. He calls them:

1. Hue
2. Value

3. Chroma

Ten easily discernible hues have been

composed in logical sequence as a color

wheel. (Any color and all color can be

classified as belonging to one of these ten

hues.)

HU6
^Measurement around a circle

Value distinguishes a light color from a

darker color. (Colors are next classified

according to value.)

Chroma distinguishes colors by the

strength, brilliance or intensity of the

color. Some call it saturation. (Colors

are next classified according to chroma.)

ss> i>

CHUQMA
%JhfeasutTment on a horizontal
azuauJrom a vertical bole

VALU6
^Measurementup averticalpole

In the Munsell System the color wheel

indicates the hues and their relationship.

A page is given to each hue. In num-
bered steps downward, from light at the

top to dark at the bottom, colors within

the hue are arranged according to value.

In numbered steps outward, the colors

are arranged according to chroma. There-

fore, the reference or index for any colors

is the name of the Hue Family and the

two numbers designate the steps of value

and chroma.

This organization of color provides a new
language of color for industry and it con-

forms logically to the needs of colorists

and technicians.
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The Psychology of Color

Some colors have the power to cheer and stimulate us, others excite or tire us.

Some colors will soothe, others are subduing and depressing In spite of our-

selves we react to color. The morale of large numbers of workers doing special

work under special conditions can be materially affected by the use of color.

Hospitals at first relied entirely on white for equipment, wards operating

rooms, etc., but now even the operating rooms and equipment employ the use

soft, pleasant color. The effect on both patients and staff has been decidedly

beneficial.

In all probability the future will bring tremendous advances in the psycho-

logical use of color. At present one of the most significant applications is in the

treatment of the insane.

Our language discloses plenty of man's association of color with the emotions.

We talk of:

"feeling blue"

"seeing red"

"black with despair"

"being yellow"

"green with jealousy"

The Quakers instinctively chose gray as being the color most indicative of

their faith and state of mind. Contrast this simplicity with the gorgeous play Of

color in the ritualistic religions! The importance of color to the emotions is

self-evident. . . . The cool, calm Nordics have always been partial to light,

bright cool colors while the Latins prefer brilliant fiery colors In short, we

take color for granted but the fact is that it is far more important to us than

we realize.

The most important everyday fact about color is that the eye sees color dif-

ferently against different backgrounds. For instance, the same shade of gray

will appear to vary in value from dark to light as it is placed against back-

grounds which vary from light to dark. The secret of this effect is the eyes

tendency to generate complementaries of the colors it is seeing and to mix these

complementaries in with the colors.
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What to Do with Color!

Practically speaking, each color problem is

peculiar to itself. Nearly always it falls out-

side the neat examples and illustrations cited in

brochures and books.

Complicated color wheels and similar gadgets

rarely embrace your particular problem.

It is your knowledge, your experience, your

imagination, your sense of color, which the

customer relies on. Never forget that color is

the most important single factor in the selection

of rugs, carpets, fabrics and wallpaper.

Remember the old negro spiritual, "Everybody talkin* 'bout Heaven ain't agoin'

there"? Well, it's very often true that the customer talking so knowingly about

color isn't quite the expert that you might be led to believe. She will use color

names, particularly the coined current ones, carelessly and incorrectly. Fre-

quently the victim of exaggerated ideas as to the importance of styling, she

makes it difficult for you to do a job. Common-sense will enable you to resolve

the problem to a basis on which you may be of actual help.

Learn to trust your eye. Learn to see.

In the next few pages we will point out the characteristics of color which you

must seek out in order to solve your color problems. Your eye will detect these

characteristics easily and no amount of talking will ever change them.

Just as the ear detects discordant and untrue notes in music, so does the eye

function in color. Your ear will serve you well in color problems, too. You
must absorb the customer's point of view. You must listen to her reaction to

various colors. By doing this you will actually learn a great deal. Even the most

expert colorist confirms his color choice with other people and thereby con-

tinually checks his color sense. Color has personality: it is never static and

seems to change according to surroundings, light, mood. Color can be deceptive.

Balanced Color—
Whether in Harmony or Contrast

You have one goal in helping a customer

to solve his or her color problem. You
both want a balanced color scheme—bal-

anced from every point of view—bal-

anced so that the colors are harmonious

(or go with one another)—balanced in

the sense that they are practical according

to the type of installation, the size of

the room, and all other conditions the

customer has mentioned.

Remember that you are not dealing with

a theoretical but with an actual color

problem. You should try to do just as

good a job as if you were doing it for

yourself.
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How to Analyze a Color

As far as you are concerned, and as far as the customer is concerned, color is

a sensation. Instinctively you recognize the attributes of each and every color

which differentiates it from any other color, Do this consciously and you will

be far more accurate in working with color.

Every color is derived from Pure

Hue, White and Black.

These three attributes define every

color. The most important is:

HUE: This might be called the

"colorfulness" of a color. It is

the quality that differentiates red

from blue, yellow-red from red,

blue-green from blue, etc. Com-

mon practice is to lay out the

main hues in the form of color

wheels. About ten hues are most

easily discernible in the world of

color.

The primaries of red, yellow and

blue by mixture produce all hues.

Seek out these primaries in every

color you analyze.

WHITE: The presence of white

determines whether a color is

Pure or Dull. The combination

of Pure Hue and White results

in whitish colors or Tints.

BLACK: The presence of black

determines whether a color i$

Light or Dark. The combination

of Pure Hue and Black results in

blackish colors or Shades.

When Pure Hue, White and

Black are combined the result is

grayish color, of one degree or

another, according to the amount

of each attribute represented.

Of necessity, this analysis of color

must be approximate if you are to

do it quickly. Nevertheless, it will

be valuable and will guide your

thinking. Here are a couple of in-

stances.
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Analyzing a Powder Blue Carpet

Analyzing a

Powder Blue

Carpet

As to Hue—It belongs

to the Blue-Green

family.

As to White—It has

been whitened and

dulled because of the

presence of consider-

able white.

As to Black—It is a

light color and has

only very little black,

just enough to gray

it slightly.

Analyzing a Purple Caipet
Analyzing a

Purple Carpet

As to Hue—It belongs

to the Red-Purple
family.

As to White—It has

very little white. It is

rather a pure color.

As to Black—It is a

dark color and has

considerable black.

When you are called

upon to consider two

or more colors which

are to be used together,

such analyses as the

above will prove en-

tirely adequate for your

purpose,
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COLOR HARMONY
Here is the basic source of nearly all your color problems. Your customer wishes
reassurance that two or more particular colors will GO together or, in other

words, harmonize.

Broadly speaking, there are two ways in which Color Harmonies may be built.

They are:

1. Blended Harmony
2. Contrasted Harmony

Blended Harmony occurs when two or more colors are used together, which
have so much in common with one another that they tend to blend.

EXAMPLE 1

Example 1 shows two different hues—each with

the same amount of white and black.

Example 2 shows two blues of the same hue
and of two close steps in value from light to

dark.

Contrasted Harmony occurs when two or more
colors contrast sharply but nevertheless make a

pleasing combination.

Example 3 shows two reds of the same hue but

of widely separated steps in value from light

to dark.

Example 4 shows two different hues contrasting

sharply.

It is obvious that good results can be obtained

more quickly with a Blended Scheme than with
a Contrasted Scheme, simply because the field

of selection is more limited.

If a customer wants a blue rug to harmonize
with a light blue swatch of the material used

in a living room set of furniture, the sales-

man's problem is relatively simple.

On the other hand, if the same customer is

considering a multi-colored rug with a saffron

ground to go with the same light blue swatch,

how can the salesman decide whether or not

the combination is harmonious?
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In judging the color harmony of

any combination of colors there are

two approaches.

1—You must be able either to rec-

ognize the combination as funda-

mentally good or to establish a kin-

ship between the colors.

2—You must be able to visualize

the extent to which these colors

will be used and how they will be

used.

Regarding the First Step

How can you recognize a combina-

tion as good or bad? You have seen

any number of examples which you

instantly knew to be "naturals."

Keep them in mind. Instinctively

you have disliked certain ones. Do
not hesitate to recommend the com-

binations you like best. Color is a

personal problem and your advice

is being sought.

Colors go well together if they have something in common. They may belong

to the same hue or color family. They may have about the same amount of

purity of color, or they may have the same degree of darkness.

Then, too, the colors should be ap-

propriate. Colors have definite per-

sonalities. Some arc light, airy,

graceful; others are heavy, ponder-

ous, cumbersome. The light, dull

shades that are so much used in

modern interiors are keyed in spirit

to the style. Introducing a deep,

velvety maroon into a color scheme
of this type would be inappropriate,

to say the least. Equally absurd

would be the introduction of deli-

cate dusty rose into a room heavy
with massive Italian furniture, vol-

uminous drapes and somber colors.

It is quite true that a single color properly chosen can do much to relieve the

over-balance caused by too great an emphasis on one factor. For instance, an

Italian room might need to have its heaviness and somberness relieved. A clear,

vigorous, middle value rust or green might do the trick but a delicate color

would never work.
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In establishing color harmony between a multi-colored pattern and some other
color, two courses are open. A dominant color from the pattern, if important
enough, may be used to contrast with the other color. Otherwise it is safest to
choose a color which will match or at least recall a color which exists in the
pattern.

Regarding the Second Step

It should be kept in mind that all colors are affected by the manner in which
they are associated with one another.

Combinations are particularly effective when one color dominates but does not
overpower the scheme. Balance must be emphasized. This can be accomplished
by visualizing where the colors are to be used and the comparative size of the
areas.

1- Walls 3- Ceiling 5. Drapes
2. Floor 4. Upholstery 6. Accents

In many cases the walls and ceil-.

ings are light and neutral in color

so that the room color scheme in-

volves mainly: Floor Covering, Up-
holstery and Drapes.

In cases where positive or strong

colors are used on the walls, the

floor area becomes the secondary
color in the scheme, purely on the

basis of area.

The majority of people seek definite

color effects in floor coverings. Par-

ticularly sought after is the impres-
sion of richness, warmth and rest-

fulness.

It the dominant color in the scheme
is dulled and toned down, the sec-

ondary color can be more intense

to balance the less intense but larger

area.

Speaking generally, the most successful schemes are based on two colors (one
of which is dominant) for the two main areas. The third area and the third
color should tend to blend with one of the main colors. The fourth element
should frankly be accent color and, being the smallest area, it may be fairly
vivid. Three colors and an accent should be the maximum number of colors
which should be considered.

Color harmony is a subject which you need not approach with awe and mis-
understanding. If you know the simple fundamentals and if you read some of
the many excellent articles on home decorating and color ensembling that are
constantly appearing in the women's magazines and the home magazines, you
will soon acquire the necessary fundamental knowledge that will enable you
to talk intelligently.
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Decoration and Color

Two other factors influence the choice of color. They are: the Decorative Style

of the room and the presence of Pattern Interest in the furnishings.

Broadly speaking, about five main styles of decoration influence the present-day

home furnishings market. They are:

1. Early American

2. French styles of Louis XV and Louis XVI
3. The Eighteenth Century or Georgian

4. Victorian

5. Modern

Early American Period

Early American decoration calls for the use

of rather stropg, cheerful colors, slightly

darkened. The wood-tones and warmer col-

ors are particularly suitable. (For descrip-

tions of furniture styles see Page 134.)

4

The French Periods

The French styles of Louis XV and XVI are

characterized by the use of light colors, often

slightly dulled and grayed. Subtlety is the

keynote. Graceful, delicate pastel shades

should be emphasized. (For descriptions of

furniture styles see Pages 130 and 131.)

18th Century Period

The Eighteenth Century or Georgian styles

require more dignity in color. Restrained yet

rich and clear shades are most often found.

(For descriptions of furniture styles see

Page 122.)
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The Victorian Period

The Victorian Style suggests opulence. Dark "juicy"
colors such as those in the purple family keynote the
style. Burgundies, maroons, taupes, walnut and
greens, together with rich rose colors and golds are

popular. (For descriptions of furniture styles see

Page 128.)

The Modern Period

The Modern Style actually covers a considerable
range where color is concerned. Boldness, originality
and ingenuity with color is the rule. Every note, from
monastic asceticism to sheer flamboyance, can be
found in modern decoration. Also, a great deal of
support has been given to the use of light, pastel
shades and they have become identified with the
style.

An important factor in decoration is the use of patterns in wallpaper, drapes,
upholstery fabrics and floor coverings. Patterns may liven up interiors but on
the other hand they may, if over indulged in, create a disturbing effect. Here
again a sense of balance should be attempted. If the salesman finds that wall-
paper, drapes and upholstery all feature the use of patterns he should point

out the advisability of covering the floor with solid

colored broadloom. If the patterns are in bold colors,

a carpet in slightly quieter hues should be recom-

ft JfcW \ i mended. If, however, there is a lack of pattern in-

terest in the room then a well patterned rug or carpet
would provide relief and movement.

From the foregoing it is easy to see that common
sense and imagination are the priceless ingredients
in working with color. A few rules exist but often
even they are meant to be broken. No rules, no
gadget, no set of formulae can take the place of the
instinct for expression.

Color is personal, dramatic and a thing apart. If it

is treated as such, and if we think straight about it, it will afford us endless
pleasure.
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Other Considerations

In addition to the choice of harmonious colors, other factors are involved in

the selection of colors for room furnishings. These factors are:

The Size of the Room

The Exposure of the Room

Practical Considerations

The Influence of Style and Pattern

The warm colors of red, orange, yellow and their

satellites are Advancing colors.

The cool colors of violet, blue, green and their

satellites are Retreating colors.

In small rooms it is far better to use the Retreating
colors to create an illusion of greater si2e.

Advancing colors used in a large room will give the

effect of intimacy and cheerfulness.

A room with northern exposure or with little out-

side light, if keyed to colors in the yellow family,

will give an impression of warmth and sunlight.

Low ceilings painted in whitish, cool tints will seem
to be higher than they really are.

High ceilings may be made to seem lower if painted
in warm, fairly dark shades.

Small rooms carpeted wall-to-wall in solid, cool

colors will seem larger than if rugs are used.

A salesman should warn the customer if there is like-

lihood that the color selected is too delicate to stand

hard traffic.

Lobbies, vestibules, foyers, hallways and rooms open-
ing directly on streets and gardens present a problem.
The steady traffic in these rooms must be taken into

consideration when choosing colors. A salesman
should guide the customer to fairly dark, strongly

hued colors.

The most common complaint against the popular
pastel shades is that they seem to change color. This
is soiling and may represent an error in judgment
on the part of the customer when he chose the color.
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Manufacturing Information

Is Background Material for

Better Selling

The well equipped salesman has the background knowledge of manufac-

turing operations—but he need not necessarily use this information in

completing a sale. In fact, very few customers will require an explanation

of how carpet is put together.

The salesman who has such information can approach his sale more con-

fidently than can the salesman who does not know. He will know, for

instance, what weave and grade he should recommend where wear is the

most important factor. He will know that where traffic is of less importance

than the decorative factor, he can suggest a less expensive carpet that can

be used wall-to-wall.

Yes, the well equipped salesman will find that accurate manufacturing

knowledge is one of his most useful tools in selling.
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MOTIFS
in Carpet Designs

This chapter attempts to trace the evolution of the various motifs used in

present day rug designing. Some of these motifs trace from the earliest days

of civilization, but more particularly has medieval design left its influence on
modern floor coverings. A well known designer of women's fashions once said

that his greatest successes have been built around the Roman toga and the First

Empire period. He meant, of course, that he adapted these motifs. The same
theory applies to carpet design. The scroll of the Roman period, for instance,

has been used for 2,000 years and is today, with its various adaptations, among
the best sellers.

GREEK MOTIFS (page 108)

&ey
Honeysuckle
Acanthus

ROMAN MOTIFS (page 109)

Laurel

Acanthus
Fasces

EGYPTIAN MOTIFS (page 110)

Lotus

Papyrus

POMPEIAN MOTIFS (page 111)

Griffin

Lion
Sconce

RENAISSANCE (page 112)

Italian

French
English

PERSIAN MOTIFS (page 113)

Kashan
Ispahan
Kirman
Sarouk

CHINESE (page 114)

Phoenix
Bat

Willow
Peony

INDIAN MOTIFS (page 115)

Pine

Vase
Palmetto

ENGLISH MOTIFS (page 116)

17th Century
18th Century

It is well for the retail salesman to be able to recognize the various motifs in

design since it gives him an understanding of design which will help him with

many a sale. What salesman has not been able to close a good sale merely

because he was able to talk intelligently about design and its adaptation to a

decorative scheme!
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The Greek Motifs

The Key—The Honeysuckle—The Acanthus

PLATE 1

PLATE 2

The culture of the ancient Grecian Empire, sculpture of which has been
crowned for posterity by the noble symmetry of the Parthenon, has never been

surpassed. Here we find the fount of chaste beauty wherein sprang to being the

Corinthian Column and the Venus de Milo.

We are concerned with two of the Greek motifs—the Greek Key and the

Honeysuckle.

The Greek Key has been used for cen-

turies as an emblem of eternity, having

no beginning and no ending (Plate 1).

Thus it was used in the robes of the

Vestal Virgins in the Temple of Diana at

Ephesus and was worn by men of valour

on their togas as a decoration of honor.

The Key was also used in the famous
tessellated pavements of the Greeks

(Plate 2). As a motif for carpet borders,

the Greek Key is always popular because

of its flow and balance.

Many modifications of it are seen in mod-
ern hotel carpets. Its chastity of design

is peculiarly adapted to modern decora-

tion. As a design, Plate 3 is as modern as

the twentieth century, yet it dates to the

third century B. C.

Another Greek Motif that influenced

modern art is the Honeysuckle or the

wild woodbine. The Honeysuckle as a

national flower of the Greeks was much
used by them in designs for textiles, pot-

tery and sculpture. A conventional adap-

tation of the Honeysuckle is shown in

Plate 4.

The Greeks also obtained artistic inspira-

tion from the leaf of the Acanthus. This

leaf inspired the Capitals of those mag-
nificent Grecian Columns, known to us

as Corinthian. The Acanthus leaf is well

known to the modern carpet designer.

All the art of the western world—Roman,
Medieval, Renaissance and Modern—is

descended from the Greek. Even at the

present time its architectural forms are

those most in use, and its sculptures are

in the models most studied. Both of

these forms have a decided influence upon
the ultra modern of the present day.

PLATE 3

PLATE 4
&s
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The Roman Motifs

The Laurel—The Acanthus—The Fasces

Roman ornament is more ornate and ponderous than the Greek. The war-like

Roman was more virile than his studious neighbor. And this is reflected in

Roman architecture such as the huge arch of Titus, the great Coliseum, the

massive statues of the Caesars.

PLATE 1

PLATE 2

PLATE 3

The Laurel leaf (Plate 1) was the Ro-

man symbol of victory. This evergreen

shrub was the highest reward that the

Roman could obtain on the field of honor.

The Laurel is used today as a motif in

furniture and carpet designs. It was best

used in First Empire designs because

Napoleon Bonaparte was an admirer of

the Great Roman Era and used the Laurel

wreath as his own insignia.

The Acanthus leaf appears in many Ro-

man designs and this motif was prob-

ably better developed by the Romans
than by the Greeks. The plant itself is

prolific in the swamps of Italy. The
Acanthus is ideal for large areas. The
Acanthus adaptation to carpet design is

shown in Plate 2.

The Fasces (Plate 3) is the Roman em-
blem of power and pomp. It is a bundle

of rods wrapped around a Roman battle-

ax. It was used on a standard by the

Roman soldier in the van of the battle

line. A curious legend is told regarding

the origin of the Fasces. Romulus,
founder of Rome, gathered his sons

around hirn and, taking a single rod, he

broke it across his knee. "See," he said,

"how easily the rod is broken." Then,

taking a number of rods in his hands, he

tried to snap them, but they resisted his

efforts. "Thus," he said, "if you are

separated from each other in mind or

will, you will surely fail. But if you are

bound together in brotherhood, you shall

stand against your enemies."
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The Egyptian Motifs

The Lotus—The Papyrus

tMb !//t\Y
PLATE 2

Egypt was a cultured and enlightened land long before Rome had shaken off

the shackles of ignorance and savagery.

The Lotus is a long-stemmed aquatic plant of the water lily type, and the

Papyrus is a rush with a plume-like seed pod. Both grow profusely along the

Nile and both are to Egyptian art what
PLATE 1 the Acanthus was to the Romans.

Inspiration from the Egyptian Lotus has

been the source of many fine carpets. In

Plate 1 we see a motif which has been

used by designers from earliest times.

Note how the graceful lines of the scroll

connect the Lotus flowers, forming a

pleasing symmetrical design. Although
the design in Plate 2 has been used fre-

quently in carpets; it was taken from ceil-

ings in the Tombs of the Kings of Giza,

dated about 1270 B.C.

The Papyrus, from which paper was first

made, was much used by the Egyptians

in weaving mats and rugs. Plates 3 and
4 illustrate two patterns that were often

used in weaving rushes. These designs

have become symbols for the modern
carpet designer.

Space forbids us to deal in this article

with other Egyptian motifs, such as the

Ox-skull or the Ibis feather. We have
endeavored to use those motifs most con-

cerned with the carpet and rug industry.

To the earnest student of this Egyptian

Period, we strongly recommend a visit

to the Egyptian section of the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, New York City—or

any other good museum—where there is

a wealth of material at the disposal of

students of style.

T itfif^H^T lift*r^m
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The Pompeian Motifs

The Griffin—The Lion—The Sconce

PLATE 1

PLATE 2

Pompeian craftsmen and sculptors influenced the creations of Adam and

Hepplewhite and Sheraton.

Pompeii was a fashionable resort four centuries B. C. and a center of art in the

old Roman Empire. The intellect of Greece and the swagger of Rome gathered

here to enjoy the warm blue waters of the Mediterranean.

Then one day in the year 79 A. D., the

sun darkened and great clouds gathered

around Vesuvius.

Pompeii lay in its tomb of ashes and

pumice for 1600 years, but in 1738 ex-

cavations were begun and when Pompeii

again came to the light of day, the art of

the goldsmith, the sculptor, the weaver

and the architect were found in amazing

abundance.

Robert Adam explored these Pompeian
excavations and from them drew many
of the inspirations for his furniture.

Plate 1 is a Pompeian scroll in which

the massive Roman scroll has been

tapered and finely drawn. The lion and

unicorn motifs are pleasing variants from

the massed leaves in the Roman scroll.

The Griffin or Dragon was much used

as a motif by Pompeians. Adam utilized

it frequently in his designs for furniture.

Plate 2 is a Mohawk adaptation of this

Pompeian-Adam design motif.

Also unearthed from the ruins of Pompeii was
a beautiful symmetrical petal-like figure called

the Sconce. The Sconce was successfully used

by Adam and Hepplewhite and Sheraton, and

is reflected in Mohawk designs as shown in

Plate 3.

Wedgwood, the famous 18th Century potter,

also obtained his best inspiration from Pompeii
and has left many fine examples of his craft.

The well-known Pompeian red and yellow are

known to most decorators and students of art

—the red having a bright orange cast and the

yellow being of the pastel type.
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The Renaissance Motifs

Italian, French, English and Spanish

During the middle ages, Roman and Greek art became decadent. Artist and
designer were content to copy, and what was original was of a poor order.

It was not until the thirteenth century that the pointed Gothic arch was intro-

duced in Italy by an English architect.

But in the middle of the fifteenth century, Pope Pius II, Boccaccio and others
sat in conclave to devise a new style of art, Roman Grecian in character.

PLATE I

PLATE 2

PLATE 3

This new art they called "Renaissance"
or re-birth of the Roman and Greek
fundamentals. The majestic sweep of the

simple Gothic was superseded by the re-

turn to the Roman Acanthus leaf, the

Corinthian column, and other motifs
which were embodied in this revival.

"Renaissance" caught on, not only in

Italy, but England, Germany, France, and
Spain. All of these countries had their

own type of "Renaissance."

Plate 1 is a Mohawk adaptation of Eng-
lish "Renaissance." Here is a finely pro-

portioned pattern which had its inspira-

tion from the carved paneling of an "old

library ceiling of the sixteenth century.

Spain was the great rival of England for

a couple of centuries, until the defeat of
the Spanish Armada, when she began to

decline. There is a strength in both the

English and Spanish "Renaissance" which
is in contrast to the gayer Italian type.

In Plate 2 we see a fine carpet, Spanish
"Renaissance" in style. This pattern is

full of dignity and strength. There is a

distinct Gothic feeling, yet a little of the
Roman as the scrolls interlace the geo-
metric segment of the main motif.

Plate 3 is a reproduction of an actual
altar cloth of the period. It is a Gothic
arrangement of an Italian motif.
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The Persian Motifs

Kashan, Ispahan, Kirman, Sarouk

The Persians were adept in weaving and dyeing and in these arts their texture,

design and color have never been surpassed.

Perhaps the peak of attainment was reached in the sixteenth century, the period

when the famous "Ardebil" rug (Plate 1) was made.

PLATE 1

PLATE 2

PLATE 3

PLATE 4

Woven in Kashan about 1540, this fa-

mous rug is now in the Victoria and

Albert Museum, London. The field is a

design of intricate scrolls and blossoms.

The center is a large circular medallion

supporting six oval figures or pines.

The Ispahan (Plate 2) is known to con-

noisseurs as the "Vase" pattern; others

call it "Persian Garden" design. We see

growing in this woolen garden the iris

and peony.

The Kirman is one of the best-known

types of Oriental design—dignified and

unobtrusive in character, with or without

medallion. Shown (Plate 3) is a beauti-

fully designed Sixteenth Century Kirman,

the scrolls or arabesque stems bearing

palmettos or floral forms and leaves.

One of the most popular of all Persian

designs is the "Sarouk" (Plate 4). No
other type of Persian design has been so

imitated or abused as the Sarouk, and in

domestic-made Orientals, they are easily

the best sellers. There are many different

types and variations in Sarouk. In the

Eighteenth Century Sarouk shown, sprays

of Orientalized flowers adorn the field of

the pattern and these converge in re-

versed fashion toward the center, form-

ing an interesting medallion.

The border is in contrasting color, formed

of a repeating spray connected by scrolls

and edged by a guard line.
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The Chinese Motifs

The Phoenix, The Bat, The Willow, The Peony

PLATE l

PLATE 2

PLATE 3

The early Chinese were skillful in the arts; they were also great inventors of

mathematical and astronomical instruments. They discovered the silkworm and
the weaving of silk from its cocoons; they were responsible for gunpowder.

The Chinese learned that by beating

gold into paper-like thinness, it could be

i
applied to surfaces as a decoration; thus

our gold leaf of today.

Because Confucius was the philosopher

of the ancient Chinese and because he

drew his object lessons from nature, the

Chinese motifs that were used in art and

that have come down to us are motifs of

nature.

Plate 1 shows a rug designer's adaptation

of an old Chinese embroidery, utilizing

many of the Chinese motifs. The Phoenix

was an implement of the eternal because

at its death it was supposed to be con-

sumed by fire and to rise again from its

own ashes. The pagoda floating on a

cloud is the dwelling place of the deity.

Plate 2 shows a charming rural scene

from an old Chinese silk. In addition

to the clouds, the Bat is introduced as a

Chinese motif. To the Chinese, the Bat

signifies happiness and benevolence.

Plate 3 is a typical Chinese pattern woven by

Mohawk. It is full of symbolic meaning. The
Chinese mandarin is supposedly listening to the

story of a beggar while the three Bats are sup-

posedly inspiring him to be generous.

China, even within living memory, was a great

and prosperous land. Its artistic attainments were
its glory and pride. Magnificent creations in silk,

lacquer, bronze, jade and gold have found their

way into the choicest collections of art the world
over. The old dynasties died with the late

Empress.
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The Indian Motifs

The Pine, The Vase, The Palmetto

PLATE 1

PLATE 2

PLATE 3

India has contributed to art much more than she is usually given credit for. The

Taj Mahal, with its perfect symmetry and almost unearthly beauty, is perhaps

the finest example in existence of the builder's and sculptor's art.

The silks of Cashmere and Lahore have

been copied both in design and texture,

but have never been approached as mas-

terpieces of the weaver's art.

Twenty years ago a vast trade was done

with Indian rugs and carpets in America

and in Britain and other European

nations. Indian Orientals were copied for

the American domestic trade.

Indian designs had a strength of form

and color which appealed to the Ameri-

can trade, although fewer colors were

employed than in the Persian type. Indian

Red, restrained Dark Blue and Camel
were the colors used in the field of the

patterns. The construction was often a

geometric repeating pattern.

In Cashmere patterns, the "Pine" orna-

ment was always a feature—so called be-

cause of the conventionalized pineapple

with curved and serrated leaves. In Plate

1 we see a detail of one of these Indian

"Pine" patterns.

Another type of Indian design is the

Vase pattern of which there are so many
variations. Plate 2 is an excellent example

of the Indian type of Vase pattern.

Plate 3 shows what is perhaps the most

popular type of Indian rug design. It is

called the "Mogul"—a name taken from

the ancient rulers of India. The design is

of geometric construction. An octagonal

figure in the field supports an ingeniously

curved ornament in scroll fashion, bear-

ing pines and palmettos.
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PLATE 1

PLATE 2

PLATE 3

The English Motifs

of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries

English art in the Seventeenth and Eight-

eenth centuries was largely influenced by

political and religious events—the Seven-

teenth Century particularly, because in

this period, the Dynasty of the Stuarts

was overthrown, the throne being occu-

pied by the House of Orange, William

of Holland with his Queen Mary.

The William and Mary Period—1689-
1702—introduced a style somewhat heavy

in type. William favored his native Dutch
interiors with their massive chairs, tall-

boys and paneling. This, together with

tiled and parquetry floors, probably ac-

counts for the scarcity of true William
and Mary floor coverings.

The art of the Queen Anne Period is

more graceful and reverted to the tradi-

tional English style. One of the Queen
Anne patterns is shown in Plate 1. Up-
holstery in brocaded velvet of similar

design often adorned chairs and other

furniture.

The Georgian Period came in at the death

of Queen Anne in 1714. Brocades from
France became part of the personal attire

of both ladies and gentlemen of the

Georgian age. This French influence was
felt in carpet, furniture and articles of

everyday usage.

George III had become insane and the

"Prince of Wales"—afterwards George
IV—was made Regent or deputy ruler. A
new fantasy of styles sprung into being

with "Regency." This was the age of

"Beau Brummel." Silks, carpets and bro-

cades with patterns of festoons, ribbons,

roses and what-not were the vogue. In

Plate 2, we see a restrained festoon de-

sign of this "Regency" Period.

The Mohawk line contains quite a number of Eighteenth Century Floral pat-

terns, beautifully designed with exquisite colorings. The Rose is typically

national and no line of English carpets would be complete without it.

Plate 3 is a fine specimen in Mohawk Axminster of the Eighteenth Century
English rose pattern on a softly colored ground.
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THE FURNITURE PERIODS
mid Their Influence

on Carpet Selling

A working knowledge of color and design as applied to woven floor

coverings should be augmented by basic information on the major influ-

ences in period decoration.

It is not our purpose here to approach professional interior decorating

or to interpret the needs where antique furniture pieces are involved. A

woven floor covering salesman should, however, have an appreciation of

the various furniture designs and their effect upon the ensemble which he

will be required to create for his customer.

One of the simplest ways to identify a type of design is by the shape of

the legs or supports of the furniture. This accounts for the prominence

given to the leg outline sketches.

As humor is recognized as a great help to one's memory, a cartoon has

been used featuring some memorable historic record of the era involved.

Most important is the type of woven floor covering best suited to each

ensemble, for it is accepted that the floor area can be fully one half of the

influence in the room setting. The kind and color of the wood in the fur-

niture will often give the cue for the color scheme that will be considered

good decoration.

Much of the furniture manufactured today is inspired by the artisans of

the eighteenth century. Such creations as are included in the Queen Anne,

Georgian, Chippendale, Adam, Hepplewhite and Sheraton groups are more

or less related so that they can be fitted together with an assurance of

harmony. Often a blending of these types will avoid monotony and give

a definite charm to the setting. This harmony can be supported and com-

plemented by selection of the right carpet.
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Chronological Chart

of the Decorative Periods

ENGLISH

1603-1688 Jacobean (page 119)
1688-1702 William and Mary (page 120)
1702-1744 Queen Anne (page 121)
1714-1806 Georgian (page 122)

1718-1779 Chippendale (page 123)

1728-1792 Adam (page 124)

-1786 Hepplewhite (page 125)

1751-1806 Sheraton (page 126)

1811-1820 Regency (page 127)

1837-1901 Victorian

FRENCH

(page 128)

1643-1715 Louis XIV (page 129)

1715-1774 Louis XV (page 130)

1774-1793 Louis XVI (page 131)

1794-1804 Directoire (page 132)

1804-1815 Empire

AMERICAN

(page 133)

1607-1776 Southern Colonial (page 134)

1620-1720 Pilgrim (page 135)

1690-1776 Provincial (page 136)

1720-1776 New England Colonial (page 137)

1776-1810 Federal (page 138)

1810-1850 Empire (page 139)

1930- Contemporary (page 140)
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Jacobean

1603-1688

James I of England, who slept in a luxurious $40,000

bed, never washed his hands. He merely rubbed his finger-

tips slightly with the moistened ends of a napkin. During"

his reign, furniture also reflected incongruity—relatively

crude woodwork being lavishly decorated with elaborate

needlework and upholstery.

CLUES

Early Jacobean furniture, fashioned mostly in oak—heavy,

square, ornate—tended to become smaller, lighter and less

ornamented under James I. Turned legs and panelling

were prevalent. Elaborate needlework, tapestry and up-

holstery were much in vogue.

FLOOR COVERING
Plain carpeting in strong, bold colors is in keeping with

the robust masculinity of Jacobean decorations.
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William and Mary

1689-1702

William and Mary were home-loving people and
not concerned with court ceremony. Through their

influence, rooms became more intimate and livable,

and furniture smaller, more comfortable and more
domestic in character.

Queen Mary and her court ladies devoted them-
selves to fine needlework for covering furniture and
for hangings.

CLUES

The Dutch influence was predominant. Walnut was
used almost exclusively. Legs were turned in the
inverted trumpet or ball or cup design with flat

stretchers. Veneering, marquetry, lacquering and
inlay were popular. Chairs had high backs and wide
upholstered seats. The wing chair, upholstered sofa,
chest of drawers and highboys made their appearance.

FLOOR COVERING
Domesticity being the keynote of this period, warm
subdued colors are most suitable—in either plain
colors or patterned carpets.
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Queen Antw

1702-1714

Queen Anne, sister of Mary, was quiet, pious and devout.

She was devoted to needlework and made gorgeous hang-

ings and covers for furniture. Anne's love of gardening

was responsible for the natural motifs (trees, birds and

flowers) in printed linens and embroidered tapestries. The
Dutch influence continued and furniture remained do-

mestic in character.

CLUES

Walnut was still the principal wood used. Curved lines,

graceful proportions, restraint of ornament characterize

Queen Anne furniture. The ball-and-claw foot appears oc-

casionally. The Cabriole leg, soft flowing shoulders on

chair backs, the broken arch pediment, the shell motif, the

use of colored lacquer are also distinctive features.

FLOOR COVERING
Decoration was still livable, comfortable and simple.

Warm, quiet colors are in harmony with this decoration



Georgian

1714-1820

An overshipment of mahogany, as a possible source

of quinine for curing fevers, led one Dr. Gibbons to

experiment with its use for furniture. Seeing- the

exquisite results, the Duchess of Buckingham begged
the remainder of this hard wood for herself and
thereby started the fashion for mahogany.

CLUES

The use of mahogany replaced walnut. Foreign de-

signs were replaced by English influences by designers

whose names became recognized for their individual

style. Shorter chair backs, more varied outlines and
the ball and claw foot legs prevailed.

FLOOR COVERING
The Georgian period was one of elegance with strong

French influence. Luxurious multifloral 18th Century
designs, plain, two-tone and self-color carpets, em-
bossed and sculptured designs are all most suitable.
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Chippendale

1718-1779

Thomas Chippendale, most famous of all English cabinet-

makers, was both a practical business man and a clever

showman. His workshop in London became the favorite

rendezvous of his distinguished and wealthy clients. Here

they gathered for tea and gossip, and rivalry with one

another led to large orders tor elaborate Chippendale.

CLUES

All Chippendale designs are graceful, well-proportioned,

with an air of sturdiness without heaviness. His work is

characterized by exquisite carved ornamentation. He used

mahogany almost exclusively. He incorporated Gothic,

Chinese and Rococo details with such skill that the effect

was always beautiful.

His frequent use of the ball-and-claw foot

made it almost a trade-mark. Chairs are his

most successful pieces.

FLOOR COVERING
Luxurious wall-to-wall broadloom in plain

colors and Chinese motifs are suitable for use

with Chippendale.



Adam
1760-1792

Robert Adam was a perfectionist. The striving for classi-

cal perfection was typical of all his work. He designed
all interior decorations including furniture, carpets, silver-

ware, fire grates, upholstery and tapestries.

CLUES

Style was based on Roman classicism. Designs were re-

strained and formal. English decoration began to show
evidences of feminine influence—as in contemporary
France. Adam excelled at pieces permitting architectural
treatment, such as bookcases, cabinets. Decorative motifs
were urns, festoons, husks, wreaths, honeysuckle.

s

FLOOR COVERING
Adam designed his own
floor coverings to repeat

the floral and classic mo-
tifs he favored for walls

and ceilings. Delicate,

cool pastel shades pre-

vailed. Adam's famous de-

signs still serve as inspira-

tion for today's carpet and
rug designers.
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Hepplewhite

P-1786

George Hepplewhite, designer of furniture distin-

guished for its lightness, delicacy and elegance, was
best known for his chairs, upon which he lavished

his full artistic genius. It was he who introduced the

Duchess or tete-a-tete chair.

CLUES

Designs are based on classic principles, and are

characterized by femininity and delicacy. He often

executed pieces in satinwood. Three types of chair

backs are outstanding—the shield back, the hoop
back and the heart-shaped back. Legs were always

slender and tapering, either round or square. His

favorite decorative design was the three feathers

from the Prince of Wales' coat of arms. His secre-

taries are outstanding.

FLOOR COVERING
Elegant wall-to-wall broadloom in the more pastel-

like plain colors or 18th Century patterns are suitable

with Hepplewhite designs.



Sheraton

1751-1806

Thomas Sheraton, last great English designing genius,

was a complex personality, a cabinetmaker, a self-taught

scholar, author, book-seller, drawing teacher, preacher and

stationer. He liked to design "Harlequin" furniture with

complex mechanical arrangements, such as ottomans with

concealed stepladders and heating urns, or tables with dis-

appearing drawers and compartments.

CLUES

Delicate grace, simplicity and charm mark most of

Sheraton's work, but always with soundness of construction

and an air of stability. His chair backs are mostly rec-

tangular, legs are finely tapered, either round or square.

He was master of the straight line. Frequent use of reeding

or fluting is characteristic. Ornamentation is reserved and
motifs are wreaths, rosettes, garlands, urns, inlay painting.

FLOOR COVERING
Luxurious plain or semi -plain

broadloom, classic patterns,

all in subdued shades, are

harmonious with the extreme

delicacy which characterizes

Sheraton's designs.
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Regency

1811-1820

George IV had a flair for the fashionable. Tired of the

classic formality of Adam furniture, he wanted something
new. He sponsored the Regency style as early as 1795
when he was still Prince of Wales and decorated his

apartment in an English interpretation of the classic re-

vival in France.

"Beau" Brummell was the leading man of fashion in this

period of masculine dandyism and he greatly influenced

George IV's taste in fashions.

CLUES

Early Regency furniture was classic and reserved but later

models show Empire influence. Furniture was usually ma-
hogany or rosewood, or black and gilt paint. Chairs had
broad horizontal backs, roll-over tops, legs

that curved inward. Strong rich colors pre-

vailed. Elaborate use of drapery and up-

holstery. Houses, furniture and garden given

unified effect for first time. Patterns of

festoons, ribbons and roses were in vogue
during this era.

FLOOR COVERING
Plain broadloom, classic two-tone and self-

color designs, embossed and sculptured pat-

terns in strong colors are suitable.



Victorian

1837-1901

Queen Victoria's husband, Albert, took the initiative in

decorative matters and she was in perfect agreement with

all his ideas. Victoria was sentimental and allowed nothing

to be discarded.

/

CLUES

Artistic taste sank to a new low during the Victorian Pe-

riod—one of eclecticism or choose-your-own style. Machine-

made furniture contributed to the decline in decoration.

Intricate curves with excessive detail are

characteristic. Wall papers with gilded

stripes, fleur-de-lis, geometric spottings of

flock papers that imitated velvet, silk and

brocade were used.

FLOOR COVERING

Elaborate floral carpets were popular during

this period. Two-tone patterns and hooked
type carpets are also in harmony with it.
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Louis XIV
1643-1715

Louis XIV, also known as the "Sun King" and the "Pea-

cock King", was said to be the "vainest man in the theatre

of the world." "I am the State" was his attitude. All the

elaborate furniture served his great vanity. Louis' great per-

sonal interest in beautiful furnishings laid the foundation

for the later French decorating styles.

CLUES

The style is sumptuous, massive, rich, ornate—but always

masculine and completely symmetrical. Straight lines pre-

dominate. Large sofas were developed. Caning on backs

and seats of sofas and chairs was popular. Carving was rich

and plentiful. Motifs of ornamentation were mixed

Baroque, palm leaves, heavy garlands, fruits, shells, scrolls,

birds, feathers, ribbons, etc.

FLOOR COVERING
The ultra-luxurious yet masculine decoration of this period

reflects the personality of Louis XIV. Colors were strong,

rich, full-bodied. Aubusson, Savonnerie and Oriental floor

coverings are most fitting.
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Louis XV
1715-1774

Mme. de Pompadour, beautiful and talented mistress of

Louis XV, so greatly influenced the art of the period that

comfort and intimacy replaced the massive grandeur of

Louis XIV, and French furniture and decoration became

completely feminine. Loveknots, cupids, quivers and, darts

symbolized the love of Mme. de Pompadour and Louis.

CLUES

Curved lines and fantastic rocaile ornamentation were the

most characteristic features of Louis XV furniture. Straight

lines were avoided and concealed by ornamentation. Bronze

mountings and inlay work were popular. Ornamentation

was asymmetric. Pastel colors prevailed in fabrics and

walls. Pastoral scenes were popular. Flower baskets, flow-

ers, garden hats, ribbons, scrolls were favorite motifs.

Chaise longues and special card and game tables were de-

signed for this period.

FLOOR COVERING
The feminine furniture which developed during the reign

of Louis XV calls for delicate pastel shades—rose beige,

pink and chalky blues. Designs are delicate. Plain broad-

looms are also suitable.



Louis XVI
1774-1793

Lovely, ambitious Marie Antoinette was queen of Louis

XVI, a mild-mannered man with no delusions of personal

grandeur. Delighting to play at being a dairy-maid at her

amateur farm, the Petit Trianon, Marie inspired the use

of shepherd's hats, crooks, garden implements, flowers,

Cupid's bows as decorative motifs.

CLUES

Symmetry and classic proportions prevailed, straight lines

reappeared, but the gracefulness of the Rococo period con-

tinued. Ornament was more reserved and on a smaller

scale. Ormulu, inlay and painted decoration remained pop-

ular. Pastel shades in fabrics and walls. Striped fabrics are

characteristic of this period.

FLOOR COVERING

Continuation of Louis XV influence with stronger colors

growing in popularity. Aubusson and Savonnerie patterns.

Also harmonious are plain pastel -color broadloom and

classic patterns.



Directoire

1794-1804

The Directoire style reflected the new idea of "Liberty,

Equality and Fraternity." It expresses a repudiation of all

former extravagances by the French people. The Directoire

style is essentially Louis XVI, simplified and adorned with

revolutionary emblems.

CLUES

Furniture was characterized by simplicity, grace, directness.

Revolutionary emblems— liberty caps, triumphal arches,

arrows, pikes, triangles, wreaths, clasped hands were every-

where. Swan, lyre and stars were popular classic motifs.

Natural wood finishes replaced painted surfaces.

1/

FLOOR COVERING
This period is a continua-

tion of Louis XVI with a

transition to new motifs

essentially military in char-

acter, inspired by Greco-

Roman forms. Colors are

strong.
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Empire

1804-1815

Napoleon invented the emblem of the "bee" seen on Em-
pire furniture. He wanted a regal emblem more ancient

than the fleur-de-lis, originated by Clovis, the founder of

the Frankish monarchy. To Napoleon, these ornaments,

known as fleurons, suggested bees. Bees were the symbol

of Corsica, his birthplace, and were suggestive of industry

—so Napoleon adopted the fleurons for his own.

CLUES

Decoration reflected the glory of Napoleon. It became ma-
jestic, imperial and militaristic in feeling. Absolute sym-

metry, rectangular shapes characterize all pieces. Military

symbols furnished ornamentation—swords, arrows, spears,

helmets, lions, eagles, torches, the Goddess of Victory and

Napoleon's monogram "N", Egyptian sphinxes and

obelisks.

FLOOR COVERING
Napoleon's admiration of the Roman Era inspired the use

of Roman designs such as the laurel wreath, Acanthus leaf

pattern and Fasces motifs.



Southern Colonial

1607-1776

The settlers of Virginia, the Carolinas and Georgia were

largely wealthy Cavaliers who came to America in the

spirit of adventure, bringing the costumes and tastes of

the court of James I. Tremendous plantations, made pos-

sible by the warm climate and slave labor, added to their

wealth and life was one of considerable luxury.

CLUES

Earliest houses and furniture were Jacobean but later ones

were purely Georgian. Oak was principal wood used dur-

ing the first half of the 17th century—but this was re-

placed by Virginia walnut and later by mahogany. Finest

Georgian pieces were imported from England. Very little

native furniture was produced.

FLOOR COVERING
French influence was strong in the South and decoration

reflected life of luxury lived by the Southern Cavaliers.

Multi-color floral, floral and scroll, leaf and scroll, and
self-color rugs are in harmony.
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Pilgrim

1620-1720

Furniture of the New England Pilgrims reflected their
strong determination, courage, self-denial and ability to
endure great hardships. These rugged pioneers made a
virtue of stark simplicity. Earliest houses were one-room
affairs in which the fireplace was the dominant feature.
Furniture was rustic and simple.

CLUES
Furniture was early Jacobean, more or less crudely repro-
duced under primitive conditions, in native pine, oak and
maple woods. Utility was first consideration. Ornamenta-
tion was of the simplest. Sturdy chests, maple stools (often
three-legged), crude beds, stretcher tables probably con-
stituted the entire household furnishings of this period.
Cupboards, dressers and other pieces were added later.

FLOOR COVERING
Although these hardy Pilgrim fathers rarely used carpets
themselves, hook type rugs and designs or plain broadloom
of utmost simplicity are in keeping with the rusticity of
their furniture.



Provincial

1690-1776

t

Conservative country folk in America continued to follow

the Jacobean tradition in furniture into the early 19th cen-

tury when the machine age brought its decline. They show
great independence and developed many utilitarian types

not found in city furniture. Among them was the Windsor
chair.

CLUES

The basic form of American provincial furniture was sim-

ple. Ornamentation was elementary and followed tradi-

tional patterns. When colors were used, they were primary
hues and strongly contrasted.

Pennsylvania Dutch furniture has a much freer play of

ornamentation than the New England country styles.

Tulips, unicorns, pomegranates, initials, dates were some
of the favorite motifs.

FLOOR COVERING
In keeping with the simplicity of decoration of this period
are hook-type or plain and textured broadloom floral pat-

terns, block patterns, simple designs and self-color patterns.



New England Colonial

1720-1776

As the New England pioneers prospered, the early severity
in some furnishings began to be modified. Evidences of
good living appeared, such as mirrors, silver, pewter and
a variety of fabrics. Houses and decorations were predomi-
nantly Georgian, with a distinctly American interpretation.

CLUES

Georgian styles were sometimes executed in walnut, but
mahogany became increasingly popular. Highboys, low-
boys, chests, upholstered chairs made their appearance.
Cabriole legs, Rococo curves, claw feet—in fact most of
the ornamentation in vogue in England was evident in

American furniture of this period. Rugs and pottery from
the Far East began to appear.

FLOOR
COVERING

18th Century floral

designs are in har-

mony with the Geor-

gian furniture of this

period. Also correct

are hook-type rugs

in floral designs, self-

color designs and

embossed and plain

carpeting.
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Federal

1776-1810

Duncan Phyfe, leading designer of the Federal Period, was
a lover of beautiful woods. So meticulously did he select

the finest of Cuban and Santo Domingan woods for his

exquisite furniture, that West Indian exporters came to

refer to their choicest timbers as "Duncan Phyfe" logs,

and marked them with his initials.

CLUES

The eagle, most popular decorative motif, was used to
adorn sofas, chairs, clocks, desks, glassware and porcelain.
Bull's-eye mirrors appeared. Scenic wall-papers were im-
ported from France and China from 1800 on. Floor cov-
erings, porcelain, lacquered furniture were imported from
the Far East.

FLOOR COVERING
Adam reproductions, plain carpeting and hook-type rugs
are appropriate.
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Empire

1810-1850

Toward the end of the 18th century, American furniture

began to show evidence of the French Empire influence.

Furniture became heavier, more solid, but the American
interpretation of the classic revival abroad was simpler and
more livable. Much of the elaborate carving was deleted.

CLUES

Mahogany was dominant wood. Coarse carving, often

gilded, with eagle heads and cornucopias as favorite motifs.

Inward curving front legs, graceful arm rests supported by

an "S" curved post are characteristic. Beds were of gon-

dola, sleigh, or four-poster type. Rectangular mirrors with

heavily carved frames and Chinese and French scenic wall-

papers were popular. Rich fabrics and strong colors.

Voluminous window draperies.

FLOOR COVERING
Plain, solid-color carpet, two-tone designs, carved carpeting

in strong colors are all suitable.
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Contemporary

1930—

Contemporary design is an expression of the modern world
in which we live—informal, comfortable and efficient.

One school of Contemporary design is the Romantic school

which attempts to interpret historical styles in terms of

present-day life. The Functional school is a movement
toward pure functionalism and over-simplification.

CLUES

Individual pieces are subordinated for unified effect. Air
of spaciousness is achieved by lowness of pieces. Use is

major consideration. Emphasis is on form, not details and
decoration. Natural finishes are preferred. In chairs and
couches, emphasis is on comfort, ease of handling and
maintenance. Dual-purpose furniture and rooms are de-

signed for maximum efficiency.

FLOOR COVERING
Solid-color carpets, self-color, two-tone, sculptured designs

—textured, high and low pile effects, inlaid patterns.
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The MILL with the

RETAIL VIEWPOINT

For several years Mohawk has been advertised and promoted as "The
Mill with the Retail Viewpoint." This is no idle boast!

Mohawk has taken very definite and deliberate steps to earn that reputa-

tion—for reputation it certainly has become. Some of our executives have
been deliberately recruited from the ranks of retailing. Others have spent

considerable time on retail contacts. All of the executives who have any-

thing to do with selling or merchandising or advertising spend considerable

time traveling for the purpose of visiting retail stores.

How does this help a salesman?

In the first place, you can be absolutely certain that Mohawk patterns and
colors are acceptable to retail customers. In many cases, they have been
pre-tested with the consumer.

The merchandise department is constantly checking with retailers on the
salability of patterns. And an elaborate cross-checking system has been set

up at the Mills to determine best sellers by territories.

The merchandise department has the benefit of considerable outside

professional help. One of the country's leading industrial designers is a

consultant on style and color. And because he also consults with several

other manufacturers in the home furnishing field, he is able to bring to
Mohawk a viewpoint that the management otherwise would not have.

The merchandise department has the exclusive services for this industry
of one of the country's best "poll" organizations. This organization takes

new items direct to the consumer and learns first-hand whether or not they
are acceptable.

The advertising department is always alert to the receptivity of adver-
tising approaches. This department is one of the most complete of any
manufacturer in the industry. The Advertising Agency with whom we work
is super-sensitive to mass psychology.

The sales department has intimate connections with every retailer in the
country through district managers and contract carpet managers strategi-

cally located throughout the country. Almost overnight, the general sales

office and the mills know of changes in public taste.

These are facts a salesman should know, because they help him to build
confidence in Mohawk merchandise—AND IN HIS STORE.
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How to Get at Least

10% Increased Volume

The present trend away from the so-called "standard" sizes presents a sales

opportunity that too few salesmen are taking advantage of. It is a natural for

increasing volume by increasing the unit sale.

1. Sales can be stepped up by suggesting yardage that will more
adequately cover the room.

2. Saks can be stepped up by suggesting the advantages of buying

a better quality.

Take advantage of every opportunity to discuss with retail customers these two
methods to step up sales. Stress what it means to them in increased satisfaction.

Study what it means in broadening the base on which your income is computed.

INCREASED YARDAGE
Comparatively few customers who ask for a 9 x 12 really want this size. They
ask for it because the manufacturers and the retailers have talked 9 x 12 for

many years.

PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE
IN STEP UP SIZE SALES

App. 40%
/WRtt &S* , "mME
INCREASE

9X12 12X15 15X15 15X21

App. 37%
INCREASE

18x24
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PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE
IN STEP UP GRADE SALES

Apr2&U
INCREASE

App.39%
INCREASE

4 ROW
AXMINSTER

S'A ROW
AXMINSTER.

Apr 34%
INCREASE

AprWo
INCREASE

2 FRAME
WILTON

3 FRAME
WILTON

A salesman should learn the size of the room the customer wants to carpet.

This is always possible at some time early in the sale. Then a salesman can
quickly compute mentally the correct size of floor covering. As a general rule,

six to nine inches of floor should be left all around the rug or carpet—unless
it is a wall-to-wall job.

By deftly explaining to the customer how much better a larger size will look
on the floor—how much more it will do for the room—how completely it will
satisfy her—the salesman has a better than 50-50 chance to step up his sale
through more yardage.

BETTER QUALITY
Stepping up the quality is another way—and an almost sure-fire way—for a

good salesman to increase the unit sale. If, for instance, a customer is about
to decide on Liberty, it is very natural for the salesman to suggest Super Tampa—its better wearing quality—its thicker density—its heavier feel—its more
complete satisfaction.

This sales talk can be given without harming the sale of the Liberty and very
often—more often than not—a good salesman can make it stick.

If a salesman's average or unit sale can be increased 10%, isn't it reasonable
to suppose that his income will be increased 10%—or more?
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THREE WAYS TO COVER A ROOM
That the square yardage is an important factor in a sale is indicated by the

diagram on this page. The four rooms that should be carpeted can be treated

in three different ways. Each of them can be laid with a rug or it can have

Customade carpet or it can have wall-to-wall installation.

Here is the yardage that will be required in each of the three cases.

RUGS CUSTOMADE WALL TO WALL

Living Rm. 9'xl5' is sq. yds. 12'xl8' 24 sq. yds. 15'xl9'6" 32i/
2 sq . yd

Dining Rm. 6'x9' 6 sq. yds. 12 x 8'

cut to
11 'x 8'

10% sq. yds.

12'x 9' 12 sq. yds.

Bedroom 9x12' 12 sq. yds. 9x10' 10 sq. yds. 12'xl2' 16 sq. yds.

Bedroom 6x9' 6 sq. yds. 9'xi0'6" 10i/
2 sq. yds. 12'xlO' 13V3 yds.

Total--39 sq. yds. Total--65^ sq. yds. Total--74 sq. yds.

It can be seen from the above tabulations that the minimum yardage would
be 39 square yards. If the sale is stepped up to Customade yardage, it will be
increased nearly 70%, but if it is stepped up to a wall-to-wall installation, it

will be increased about 90%.

These increases have nothing whatever to do with quality. If a salesman can
succeed in stepping up the sale, not only in size, but in quality also, the per-

centage of increase would be phenomenal. That is why we maintain that volume
can always be increased at least 10% without any additional overhead.
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Sell Carpets as

Part of the Picture

Rugs and carpets should be sold on the basis of style and quality rather than
on the basis of price. The salesman who sells on the basis of price alone, is

merely turning over customers and he is not using his own sales ingenuity to

try to increase his sale unit in either quality or size.

Interior decorating recognizes the fact that home decoration begins with the
floor. The floor is the second largest area in any room. As such, it should be
a dominant area. The selection of carpet can govern the decorative motif and
the color scheme for the entire room. Once the carpet has been selected it is

an easy matter to pick a wall color for either paint or wallpaper, and the up-
holstery, and drapery colors, as well as all of the accessory colors. Good interior
decorating also dictates that the furniture itself should be selected to harmonize
with the carpet. This does not mean that one cannot use furniture on hand. It

does mean, however, that there should be a community of feeling among all

of the elements in a room.
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The prospective carpet purchaser knows much more about color harmony and

interior decoration today than she did five years ago. All of the home maga-
zines, and many local newspapers, have been doing excellent editorial jobs on
these two subjects. The prospect reads all of this material and digests it. She is

exposed, also, to technicolor movie sets, and because these are in color they

stay in her mind.

Carpet purchases are not made over night. A prospect may consider her pur-

chase for days or even weeks before she enters a store. During this period she

is making up her mind as to what she wants. She is marshaling all of the facts

surrounding the use of the carpet. She is justifying these facts with the knowl-

edge she has gained through the magazines and the newspapers and the techni-

color motion pictures. So that, when she enters the store she has a fairly good
idea of what she wants.

The salesman has at his disposal the same sources of information as are at the

disposal of the prospect. In fact, the salesman can acquire a workable funda-

mental knowledge of color harmony and interior decorating through these
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sources, and we earnestly suggest that all salesmen spend some time with these
magazines and newspaper home pages. The magazines suggested for this pur-
pose are:

Home Service Magazines

House Beautiful

House & Garden
American Home
Better Homes & Gardens

Wometfs Magazines

Ladies Home Journal
Good Housekeeping
McCall's

Woman's Home Companion
Woman's" Day

The carpet salesman should endeavor to instill in each customer the desire to
own carpets as much for their aesthetic value as for their utility value. Since
carpet is the foundation for the room, carpet should represent a goodly portion
of the budget set aside for that room. It is entirely out of proportion to try to
sell a customer a $250 davenport and a $5 per square yard carpet. The salesman
and the customer must both begin to recognize carpets in a larger proportion,
budget-wise, to the home furnishings as a whole.
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Customers in all home furnishings departments should be exposed to carpets

and rugs at some time during the sale. It may be only a suggestion of a throw

rug on which stand a drum table and a chair, as a department spot display. It

is well, also, for salesmen to call a customer's attention to the harmonious effect

created in such display by the ensemble, including the carpet.

Salesmen should always try to sell more than the room which the customer has

in mind. If a customer wants to purchase a rug for her living room, the sales-

man should endeavor to learn as much as possible about the size of the living

room, its position in relation to other rooms in the home, and the size of the

openings between the living room and the adjoining rooms. From this informa-

tion a salesman can suggest, perhaps, a larger size than the customer asked

for, and certainly he can suggest that the living room be tied in with adjoining

rooms—a dining room, for instance—by carpeting both rooms wall-to-wall

with the same carpet. Quite often the salesman will find that he can con-

summate such a sale when he convinces a customer that wall-to-wall installation

covering the two rooms will not only pull the two rooms together, but will

make the entire house look larger. He uses, too, the argument that wall-to-wall

carpet sets off the furniture to much better advantage.
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The argument for wall-to-wall carpet is especially apropos if the salesman can
talk to the builder of a new home before the building progresses to the point
where the floors are being laid. Wall-to-wall carpeting eliminates the necessity
of expensive hardwood floors. In fact, in many instances the money thus saved
can pay for wall-to-wall carpet. The advantages of wall-to-wall carpet, there-
fore, can be had at no additional cost.

Salesmen will find it to their advantage not to discuss price until all other
factors in the sale have been thoroughly explored. It is much easier to sell a

prospect on price after she has had the advantage of being sold on color and
size and grade. In other words, it is always preferable to leave the price for
the closing argument. A customer is in a much better frame of mind after you
have sold her something that she really wants, something that fits into her
scheme of things. It is while she is in this better frame of mind that you
should talk price.

Often there may be an objection to the price, but your closing argument should
be that there is value in floor covering at any price. Merely because the pur-
chase seems to be high priced does not indicate that the value is not there. It

indicates rather that the customer has shown exceptionally good taste in select-
ing the carpet for the area she intends to cover. In fact, there are so many good
selling points in carpet value that no good salesman should muff the price angle.
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The appearance of the department and the size of the space devoted to carpet

displays and samples have a direct bearing on the size of volume and the kind
of volume that can be done. A department that presents a pinched-in, over-

crowded condition will not invite the confidence of the customer as will a

department that is spacious and well-appointed.

When a prospect enters a carpet department she is thinking of the interior of

her home. While it is true that the interior of the department cannot even
simulate the interior of a home, it can present an orderly arrangement of

merchandise, well spaced, so that there is no appearance of over-crowding.

The department should be well lighted, cleanly painted and, above all, there

should be carpet on the floor. The lighting should be no less than 2 5 -foot

candle power on the surface of a rug pile.

The newest method of display for samples calls for the 4.6 x 6 foot sample
rather than the 9 x 12. It's much easier for salesmen to handle this size and
the customer can see more of the surface, especially when the salesman gets

down to the bottom of the pile. In the hundreds of store layouts which have
been made in the past two years by Mohawk's Bureau of Retail Cooperation,

less than 1% called for the use of 9 x 12 platforms, and only a relatively

few called for the use of rug arms.

m
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The use of the 4.6 x 6 sample has been promoted by Mohawk for the past
seven years. During that period, all of Mohawk's own showrooms have been
transformed from 9 x 12 to 4.6 x 6 samples. The Model Retail Department at

295 Fifth Avenue, New York City, shows nothing but 4.6 x 6 platforms.
Literally hundreds of merchants have taken the idea of the smaller sample from
this model department.

If you, as a carpet salesman, expect assistance from the other home furnishings
departments, you must give them cooperation. And so, we suggest that all
stores should work more closely on a better coordinated selling plan for allied
departments. You never can tell what a customer has in mind until you begin
to question her. The questioning, of course, should be very subtle. If in the
course of her conversation with you, she mentions that she will want new
drapes, that is your cue to introduce her personally to someone in the drapery
department.
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And vice versa, if a customer who is buying furniture hints that she may need
a new carpet for her bedroom, the furniture salesman should bring her to the

carpet department.

This coordinated selling is an unmistakable sign of better salesmanship. Since

selling is your profession and therefore, your living, it naturally follows that

the more you put into selling the more you will get out of it.

There are several methods available today for learning better selling. The In-

stitute of Carpet Manufacturers has been promoting a course on how to sell

color and design. This is available to individuals or groups.

The National Retail Furniture Association is planning a series of 15 sales

training slide films which will include all departments in a furniture store or

in home furnishings group departments. Home Furnishings Merchandising,
published by the Haire Publishing Company, has a series of articles on selling

home furnishings, which are available in reprint form.
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The Opportunity for Carpet Volume
Is Found in These Three Big Markets

Normally the carpet department's volume can be roughly divided into three

markets; in other words, there are three classes of prospects for carpets in

normal times.

1—The Brides' Market, which accounts for approximately 30% of

total volume.

2—The Removal Market, which accounts for approximately 20% of

total volume.

3—The Replacement Market, which accounts for approximately 50%
of total volume.
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The Brides' Market is the new homes market. It is assumed that these people

are buying floor coverings for the first time in their lives. Consequently, the

salesman has an exceptional opportunity thoroughly to implant the idea of car-

pets and he should be able to sell the correct yardage and the correct grades.

The Brides' Market is tied very closely to the new homes market. Experiences

over a period of years have brought out the fact that carpet volume increases

or decreases in the same ratio as new home building increases or decreases. So

that, if there is great home building activity in a community, carpet volume

will undoubtedly increase in proportion,

There is a formula which can be applied to the New Homes Market. Learn

the number of new homes planned to be built during the year and multiply the

total by 50 square yards. This will give you the absolute minimum yardage of

carpet that should be sold to new home units. (A home unit is any place where
a family lives—a house, an apartment, a flat, a duplex.)

The Removal Market constitutes the sales possibilities which occur when
a family moves from one home to another. As far as we know, there is no
formula for estimating the anticipated volume of this market.
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The Replacement Market naturally is bigger after periods of war and depres-
sions. War periods make carpet manufacturing almost impossible, and depres-
sions retard the buying of carpets.

It is estimated that there are only 20 square yards of carpet in the average
home in the United States, but there should be at least three rooms of carpet
in every home. If these three rooms were only minimum size—let us say, for
argument's sake, 9 x 12—the average home would require at least 36 square
yards of carpet. There is, therefore, a deficiency of 16 square yards of carpet
in the average home. This is a market entirely outside of the three markets
already mentioned. It is a market that has never been sold and, therefore, an
additional opportunity for carpet volume.

There is a formula that can be used to estimate the yardage deficiency in any
given trade area: deduct 25% from the total number of home units in the
area (this 25% covers the homes that, for economic or other reasons, cannot be
carpet conscious), multiply the balance by 16 square yards and you have a
market in your community that should be sold.

REACHING THE MARKET THROUGH BETTER SELLING
Salesmen are always interested in better selling-or as most of them erro-

neously put it, "selling more goods." Better selling is not always selling more
goods although the majority of sales will be larger if the customer is properly
sold. Better selling means more constructive selling and, therefore, better satis-
ned customers.
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You can put this down as an axiom: The volume in any store or department

can be increased at least 10% without adding one penny to overhead.

Hoiv? THROUGH BETTER SELLING.

Which is to say that the average retail salesman can do a considerably better

job for the store and for himself (since his remuneration is based on his sales).

And usually when shown HOW, he will come through with colors flying.

Here are five things that will help a retail salesman do a better selling job:

1

.

A thorough knowledge of his own stock.

2. A working knowledge of the principles of interior decoration and

ensembling.

3. A working knowledge of color harmony.

4. The ability intelligently to discuss these things with the cus-

tomer.

5. Attendance at the Mohawk School for Retail Salesmen.
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These would indicate that there is a new order in selling. There is. Retail
selling today is quite a different kind of selling from what it was ten or even
five years ago. This is because the consumer has taken advantage of all the
sources of knowledge offered to her. Very often the customer knows more about
ensembiing and color harmony than the retail salesman.

And yet, the retail salesman has access to the same sources of information. In
addition, he has the trade press.

The common sources of information are:

1. The "home" pages in the daily newspapers.
2. Magazine articles and illustrations relating to home.
3. Moving picture sets, particularly technicolor pictures.

The time spent in studying your job and its opportunities for rendering a
better service to your customers will pay handsome dividends in monetary
returns and mental satisfaction.
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ESTIMATING
and Matching Figured Carpet

The prime object in a figured carpet installation is the maintaining of the uni-

formity of the design as viewed from any direction.

To estimate accurately the necessary yardage required, some knowledge is essen-

tial as to the length of the repeat in the design selected, and just how this

particular design must be cut to sidematch.

As an aid in this respect, all figured carpets in the Mohawk lines are listed

in our stock sheets showing the type of design and the approximate size of the

repeats.

There are three types of designs: namely, set match, drop match, and

quarter-drop match. In ail three the carpet will cut differently for side-

matching.

Fi9ur£t SET MATCH (Fig. 1)

In a set match design it is

necessary to cut the carpet

lengths in multiples of the

design repeat. For instance, a

three-foot design repeat will

cut in lengths of 12, 15, 18,

21, 24 feet, etc. and will

side-match perfectly. Always

select the highest multiple

of the design repeat to the

actual length of the job. For

example, a room 13.6 x 22.6

carpeted with a three-foot re-

peat set design will take six

strips, each 2.3 x 24, or eight

full repeats in length of the design. If we were to prepare a rug this size at the

mill cut order workroom, we would prepare the six strips 13.6 x 24 long, sew

them and ship this size, allowing the carpet layer the balance of carpet to use in

any way he sees fit in making the installation, i.e., we would not cut it down

to 22.6 length.
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DROP MATCH (Fig. 2)

Practically all drop match patterns are half drop and, therefore, the carpet can
be cut to advantage in two ways—1st: Multiple of the repeat. 2nd: Multiple of
the repeat, plus half of the repeat. For instance, if using a three foot drop
match, the carpet would cut in lengths of 12, 13.6, 15, 16.6, 18, 19.6, 21 feet,

etc. This, you can see, differs

Figure 2,
from a set match design inas-

much as it is possible to

utilize a half repeat of the

design to advantage. The
method in cutting a drop

match design would depend

on the size of the carpet re-

quired. For instance, a car-

pet measuring 13.6 x 24

would be cut in multiples of

the repeat inasmuch as eight

full repeats would equal

the length required. There
would, however, be eighteen

inches or a half repeat of

waste involved. To cut this

carpet it is necessary to cut

strips Nos. 1, 3 and 5 first,

exactly eight full repeats

long or 24 feet Then the roll

of carpet would be placed be-
tween strips 1 and 3 to match. In order to do this, half of the repeat would have
to be cut off. The carpet will then be cut properly in length for strips No 2 No 4
and No. 6.

Figured
Drop Maich

i Repeat

DROP MATCH
HALF REPEAT (Fig. 3)

Should the room measure

13.6 x 22.6, using a three

foot drop match, it would be

necessary to use multiples of

the repeat plus half repeat.

In other words, this length

would require 7*/2 repeats of

the design. This design would
cut six strips each 2.3 x 22.6

and sidematch perfectly with-

out waste.
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QUARTER-DROP MATCH (Fig. 4)

Figured
^ Drop Match

J Block

MATCH DESIGN ON RIGHT SIDE ONLY

I 2 3 !

II
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In the Mohawk line there are several Colonial patterns consisting of four blocks

to the repeat or quarter-drop match; for example, the Colonial patterns in the

Pilgrim hooked quality and pattern LY5 in Liberty.

Quarter-drop patterns can be cut three ways depending on length of carpet

required

:

1st. A multiple of the

repeat plus one block.

2nd. A multiple of the

repeat plus two blocks.

3rd. A multiple of the

repeat plus three blocks.

In other words, according to

the length required, the de-

sign will cut and sidematch

by dropping one block, two

blocks or three blocks. For

example, a rug 9x 12.9 using

a design with a nine inch

I 2 **
block would require 4I/4 re-

peats in the length.

Therefore, the carpet could be cut by the first method, a multiple of the repeat

plus one block without waste. In cutting the carpet, however, be sure that you

match the design on the right hand side only. Cut strip No. 1, then match strip

No. 2 to the right hand side and continue with No. 3, etc. If the rug should

be 9 x 13.6, the second method would be used, a multiple of the repeat plus

two blocks. In other words, the carpet would be cut 13.6 long using 41/2

repeats of the design in length.

The carpet, however, must be

cut similar to regular drop

match, i.e., cut strips Nos. 1,

3 and 5 first. Then place the

carpet between strips No. 1

and No. 3, sidematch by cut-

ting off one block of the re-

peat, proceed cutting strips

Nos. 2, 4 and 6. The waste,

as you see, would be only one

block, or approximately nine

inches. (See Fig. No. 5.)

If a carpet 9 x 14.3 were

ordered, you would use the

third method or a multiple

of the repeat plus three
[160]
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blocks, i.e., cut four strips of carpet each 4 multiples of the repeat plus 3 blocks

long. Be sure, however, in matching the strips, to match from the left hand side

only, in other words, cut strip No. 1 first, then cut No. 2 and follow with No.
3, etc. If this procedure is followed, there will be no waste. (See Fig No. 6.)

BROADLOOM

Most broadloom figured carpets are designed on a 27" or y4 width basis.

Therefore, only multiples of 27" widthwise will sidematch on both right and
left sides. It is interesting to note that all 9 foot rolls of figured carpet side-

match perfectly and all become set match designs. This can readily be seen, when
you understand that strips No. 1 and No. 5 in all y4 carpet, whether set, drop
or quarter drop designs, are the same. In other words, 9 foot carpet is equal

to four strips of 27" width-

t D»-opPWch
3 Blocks

MaTCM OH Iff TSiDE. ONLY

wise. If matching 9 foot or

another % this would be the

same as starting a 5th strip

and, therefore, it will match.

In 12 foot or 16/4 goods, 9

inches of the design have to

be added to the width,

whereas, in 15 foot or 20/4
broadloom 9 inches of the de-

sign must be deducted. It is

therefore necessary to refer

to your stock list for side-

matching.

All 9 foot or 12/4, 27 inch

or y4 figured goods can be

sewn together and will side-

match on either the right or
left side. We do not, however, recommend sewing together different widths
particularly because of the color match. It is difficult to obtain two widths of a

perfect color match. Insofar as possible try to plan using strips of the same
width insuring a perfect color match.
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QUALITY FACTORS IN CARPETS
It is not enough to say that carpet is made from wool and vegetable fibres.

These, in the hands of a layman, would not make very good carpet. And in

the hands of a skilled carpet man they might or might not make good carpet.

It all depends on how the raw material is used.

Good carpet construction

—

Mohawk Balanced Construction—has not one or
two but SIX factors.

They are:

1. Wool blend 4. Yarn size

2. Pitch 5. Pile height

3. Rows or wires per inch 6. Backing material

Every one if these factors is related to the wearing quality of the surface yarn
in the carpet. If a chain is as strong as its weakest link, carpet construction is as

good as the weakest of these six factors.

The experience of 75 years has shown that a relationship exists among these

factors and that for best results a proper "Balancing" of all six is essential.

This does not mean that the same balance prevails in all grades. In fact, each
grade (in any weave) has its own particular balance of the six factors.

To explain the technical considerations in this balancing process would involve
a very lengthy discussion and this is neither the time nor the place for it.

Mohawk Balanced Construction is fully explained in the Mohawk School for

Floor Covering Salesmen.

No one element of construction makes a carpet, but the proper coordination
and balancing of all elements are necessary to produce a fabric of maximum
value. The factors of pitch, rows, pile height and pile yarn are related to one
another and must be properly coordinated in order to produce the most satis-

factory fabric within any competitive price bracket.

Pitch is the number of pile ends per inch of width. Actually, in practical

floor covering specifications, it is taken as the number of pile ends per
unit of standard 27" width. Terms of pitch used commonly in the indus-

try are 180, 192, 216, and 256.

Rows Per Inch is the number of rows of yarn tufts in one inch of length
of Axminster and Chenille. These are counted in the lengthwise direction.

Wires are the number of rows—or wires—per inch of length in Wilton
and Velvet.

Pile Height. This is self-explanatory, the height of pile being measured
from the top surface of the back to the top surface of the pile, i.e., it does
not include the thickness of the back.

Yarn Weight is the number of yards per ounce.
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These four factors, pitch, rows or wires per inch, pile height, and yarn weight
are all measurement factors, and they all have to do with the density of the sur-
face yarn in wool floor coverings. Since density is the deciding wear factor it

follows that these four factors are related to or influence the wearing quality.

Let us consider for a moment these factors in their broadest application. Pitch
is width. Rows or wires per inch is length. Pile height is height. These can
refer to a block of wood or anything else and the block of wood can be mahog-
any or pine or balsa wood, so wide, and so long and so high. Now instead of a
block of wood, let us consider a piece of carpet in the definitive terms that
are peculiar to carpet. We have pitch for the width, rows or wires for the
length, and pile height for the thickness.

The Factors that Apply to Each Weave Are as Follows:

Axminster — Pitch, rows per inch, pile height, and yarn weight.
Wilton — Pitch, wires per inch, pile height, and yarn weight.
Velvet — Pitch, wires per inch, pile height, and yarn weight.
Chenille — Pitch, rows per inch, pile height, and yarn weight.

Now let us review two equally well known Wilton fabrics. Royal Karnak and
Mohawk Saxony have been a long time in the field and each is famous for its
durability. Karnak is 256 pitch with a large number of wires per inch, and
uses a relatively lightweight worsted yarn in low pile construction. On the
other hand, Saxony is 180 pitch, a medium number of wires per inch, using a
heavy woolen yarn with a high pile. No two fabrics could be more definitely
opposite in type, yet by the correct use of materials and construction, each in its
own particular method produces a fabric of unusual wearing qualities for differ-
ent type uses.

Quality Criterion

From this it may be easily seen that no one of the factors is all important, but
rather it is the balanced use of all of them which makes satisfactory merchan-
dise. One important thing to remember is that the criterion for a fabric's wear-
ing quality is expressed by the formula D2H in which "D" is the density of
the pile material and "HM

is the pile height. It is obvious from the formula that
the density, being squared, is the dominating factor. For instance, if we had a
fabric with a density of 30 and a pile height of .200" and we increased the
pile height by 50%, we would expect a 50% increase in durability. However,
if we kept the pile height the same and increased the density by 50%, we
would expect a 125% increase in durability. The whole purpose of going
through this detail is to impress upon the reader that the density of pile surface
is very important and that it depends entirely upon three factors, pitch, rows
per inch and size of pile yarn.

Many times, the tufts per square inch, which is the product of the pitch per inch
and the rows per inch, is erroneously considered to be the density. The fallacy
of this can easily be

v
shown by drawing a hypothetical comparison which, al-

though it may be fantastic in conception, nevertheless will show just how' im-
portant a part the size of yarn plays in determining fabric value. Picture, if you
can, a fabric of very close weave, say 256 pitch by 13l/

2 wires per inch, but
using as pile yarn a thread no larger than the common variety of sewing thread.
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Now compare this imaginary fabric with another one of lesser construction,

such as a 214 pitch by 7 x/2 rows per inch, but using a heavy, full thick yarn.
It is obvious that the first fabric would be worthless, while the second one
would be exceptionally good.

Pile Yarn Is Important

The part of any rug or carpet which has to resist wear is the pile yarn. We
have already shown the important part this plays in the make-up of a fabric,

so now is a good time to discuss some of its characteristics. At Mohawk we
spin all of our own yarn. This enables us to take every advantage in the selec-

tion of wools, and to control the blending and uniformity of them to assure
quality yarn. To attain best coverage and appearance of fabric the yarns must be
full, lofty and of maximum diameter consistent with adequate strength. This is

done through correlating factors of yarn size (yards per 02.), singles and ply-

ing twists, and tensile strength, to obtain the best balanced yarn for any specific

purpose.

Ply Is Important

Periodically, the question of whether a carpet yarn should be 2 -ply or 3 -ply

arises, and evokes interesting discussion. It apparently makes no difference, as

far as a fabric's ability to resist wear and tear is concerned, whether the yarn it

employs is two or three ply. Every manufacturer of a comprehensive line of
woven floor coverings finds it necessary to produce yarns in 2-ply, 3-ply and
4-ply. Three-ply yarns are sometimes required to obtain stria effects where a pre-
dominance of a certain color is required, and both 3-ply and 4-ply yarns are

necessary to make heavy-type fabrics such as our Saxony and Scotia grades.
However, in the vast majority of those rug and carpet grades on the market
today, which together account for the major volume of sales, the use of 2-ply

and 3-ply yarns appears to be about evenly divided.

The important consideration is to get the required material content into the sur-

face of the rug, and if all other factors concerning the yarn, such as quality of
wool stock, blending, finished yarn size (yards per oz.), tensile strength, etc.,

are equal, it would appear to make no difference whether the finished yarn was
2-ply or 3-ply. The formula D 2H for comparative wearing quality, previously
mentioned, was derived after many years of research and study of the measure-
ment of fabric resistance to wear. As explained, the density (D) is found from
the pitch, rows per inch, and yarn size (yards per oz.). It is significant that,

with all the study given to this problem, it was never found necessary to include
a term in the formula to compensate for the ply of the yarn.

Pile Height Is Important

Every manufacturer has at his disposal the means for varying the pile height
over a wide range. Certain fabrics specifically require definite pile heights.
Closely woven worsted grades, for instance, have a low pile; Saxony and loom
tufted Wilton call for high pile. However, in all instances the choice of pile

height is left to the judgment and discretion of the manufacturer to produce a

grade of maximum value within competitive price brackets.
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Backing Is Important

While the pile yarn is the part which has to resist wear, it is materially aided
in doing this by being adequately supported by strong backing materials which
form the foundation for any rug or carpet. You are all familiar with the un-
usual service rendered by the Roxy Chenille rug, which was replaced only after
1 2 years' continuous service, during which time millions of people walked over
ft. To a great extent this fine record may be attributed to the support given the
pile yarn by the characteristically heavy and firm Chenille type of back.

We see, therefore, that quality in a carpet is the result of several factors work-
ing together. A good carpet is not good because its pile is deep or its pitch is

high or because of many rows per inch. All three features are important and
must work together like the members of a well-organized baseball nine to pro-
duce a fabric which combines a luxurious "feel" with a long, wear-resistant life.
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TAKING CARE of YOUR RUGS and CARPETS

Suggestions on how to secure the maximum wear value from
your rugs and carpets through proper care and maintenance.

Fluffing

The first few times you clean your new wool floor covering you may become
concerned over the apparently large amount of wool fluff which your cleaner
has picked up. This is a very natural condition in all new wool floor coverings.
It is brought about in two ways. Carpet yarns are composed not only of different
types of wool, but various lengths of staple (wool fibres). Regardless of how
thorough we are in the shearing process a number of the short fibres obstinately
remain in the face of the carpet. These work to the surface and are picked up
by your cleaner. Also there may be a lack of moisture in the carpet when it

arrives in your home.

Quite frequently rugs or carpets remain in dealers' warehouses in their original

containers for some time, and consequently lose a certain amount of their

natural moisture. But your carpet STARTS to re-absorb moisture from the
atmosphere as soon as it is laid on the floor, so fluffing or shedding for this

reason is only temporary.

The loss of this fuzz does not hurt the carpet in any way even though many
people are inclined to think that their floor covering is slowly "coming apart."
The total amount of wool lost in this manner during the life of the fabric is

infinitesimal and in no way lessens the life of the rug.

Sprouting

Occasionally yarn protrudes above the pile, due to extra long tufts or pieces

of backing material working to the surface, or to stray tufts of a twist-weave
fabric unravelling. In loop pile fabrics, extra long tufts may appear. Using
scissors, clip these ends level with the pile surface. NEVER PULL THEM
OUT.

Sprouting is no cause for alarm. It does not indicate a defect. The life of the

carpet is in no way affected.

Missing Tufts

When a carpet leaves the loom it is still unfinished. Before it can be sent

out as perfect it must pass through certain finishing processes and a final in-

spection. In spite of the most rigid inspection that wool floor coverings undergo,
it is possible for some to leave the mill without all the necessary tufts. To the

average customer this means a "hole" in the rug, hence a serious complaint.

In reality this condition is easily remedied by the dealer, who will secure yarn

of the proper color and replace the missing tufts by burling in the yarn.
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Pile Crushing or Shading

Pile crushing or shading is a characteristic of all pile floor coverings. It is

indicative of good quality, since this condition is more noticeable in worsted
fabrics and high pile wool qualities. Many persons unfamiliar with this subject
sometimes think that their floor coverings contain faded spots. A faded spot
will always appear the same when viewed from all sides whereas a shaded area
will appear alternately light and dark depending on whether one is facing the
ends or the lay of the tufts. Also, since the best and fastest dyes known to

science are used in carpet manufacturing, there is little likelihood that your
wool floor covering has faded.

For instance—when a carpet is taken from the loom, the tufts forming the pile

surface are nearly vertical, but as soon as the fabric is put into service some of
these tufts begin to slant in different directions, due to the pressure of foot
traffic or the movement of heavy furniture. Consequently, light is reflected from
the sides of the wool fibres instead of the top. These shiny sides have a ten-

dency to reflect light rather than absorb it, which accounts for the difference

in appearance in certain areas of the carpet.

While there is no permanent solution to this condition, we can offer a few
suggestions for temporary relief. First make sure that the lay of the pile is

pointed away from the light. Also a good rug cushion helps to prevent ex-

cessive flattening of the pile. Reversing your rugs at frequent intervals will

help to keep this condition to a minimum. Occasionally continual light sweep-
ing with a broom will correct the wrong slant of the tufts—wet shampooing
is sometimes effective, but should be done only by professional cleaners. Also
sometimes the application of a hot iron on a damp cloth over the affected area

will help to bring the tufts back to a more normal position. The thing to

remember is that shading or crushing is not a weaving defect.

Soiling

Regardless of where you live or how often and carefully your floor coverings

are cleaned, they are sure to absorb a certain amount of soil, which naturally

causes a slight change in the appearance of the fabric. This soil is due partly

to the dirt which is carried onto the carpet by foot traffic and not thoroughly
removed by every-day cleaning, and partly to the dust-laden air which is natural

grey in color. This dust will begin to collect on your carpet the day it is laid.

Even with the daily and weekly care recommended, light colors will probably
become soiled. This is serious when light colors are used where traffic is heavy,

or where the air contains large quantities of greasy soot and dust from home
furnaces and industrial plants which burn coal. The grease and tar content of
these dirt particles, often as high as 10%, cause them to cling tenaciously to

the pile fibres, and even daily use of an electric cleaner will not remove all

of them.

This grease-laden dust may cause some discoloration in light colored carpets.

For instance, a delicate rose carpet, as it becomes soiled, will gradually lose

its rose tone and change to a neutral taupe shade. A light blue carpet may change
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to a dull grey-green. Such apparent loss of color often causes alarm because it

is mistaken for permanent discoloration or fading. However, the original color
and tone can be restored by professional dry cleaning or shampooing. Cleaning
of this type is the only remedy for such a condition.

Care and Maintenance

The care and maintenance of your wool floor coverings can be broken into three
classifications—daily care, weekly care and periodic or seasonal cleaning.

Daily Care

Daily care should include the use of a carpet sweeper on each carpet, particularly
in frequently traveled areas and near street entrances. This is very important
since dirt and grit, unless removed, will work down into the back of the floor
covering and with continued grinding, may cut the threads and materially
shorten the life of your carpet. A soft bristled broom can also be used—but a
word of caution—Do not sweep in a harsh manner.—If you do use a broom,
sweep with a light touch and always sweep with the pile.

Weekly Care

Such factors as the number of children, the use given the carpet and if there
are any pets in the house, should determine the frequency rate of cleaning. All
areas should be thoroughly cleaned with a vacuum cleaner at least once a week
and twice if the occasion demands. This cleaning should also take in those rooms
which receive very little traffic, in order to remove any dust deposited by the air

and to guarantee the elimination of moth eggs and all forms of insect life that
thrive on animal fibres like wool.

Periodic Care

This type of care and cleaning consists mostly of maintaining the general sur-

face appearance of the fabric, at times other than the daily or weekly schedule.
It would include any needed repairs to the carpet plus a yearly cleaning by a

professional cleaner. In the intervening period, though, it might be necessary
to brighten the pile surface which may have become soiled or discolored. This
can be easily accomplished by the use of organic solvents such as the common
quick evaporating cleaning fluids, without damage to the fabric or colors. The
room, however, must be well ventilated so that the vapor from the fluid is

removed immediately.

Absorbent powders may be used effectively for surface brightening. Cleaning
materials of this type have an important advantage over fluid cleaners. They
do not leave a ring and therefore the contrast between the cleaned and un-
cleaned portions of the carpet is less noticeable. Soap solutions are to be avoided
because of slow drying and the deposit of residual fats which tend to collect
dust rapidly. However, soapless lather solutions have been used very success-
fully. Ammonia solutions may change or remove colors, and are to be avoided.
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This cleanmg program is adequate for most carpets and most exposures, but
certain fabrics may require additional cleaning. In this group are lieht colored
or white and luster type rugs in which the luster is produced by complete clean-
liness of the fibres all the way to the base of the pile tufts. In such cases the
cleaners or excessive water getting through to the back are present even when
and modern equipment.

Satisfactory results can be obtained by giving a wet shampoo treatment while
the carpet is on the floor. However, the job can be done more thoroughly in aceaning plant. Never try to wet shampoo it yourself. Such dangers as soapy
cleaners or excessive water getting through to the back are present even when
the protessional cleaner does the job.

Never shake small rugs by gripping them at one end and snapping the other
Never beat any wool floor covering on a flat surface or suspended over a line
I his subjects the fabric to undue strain which may result in breaking the back-ing yarns, and the consequent loosening and possible loss of the pile tufts Itmay also result in the breaking of the fringe or serging.

In cleaning white or pastel color carpets with a carpet sweeper or vacuum
cleaner be sure that all parts of the cleaner which come in contact with the
pile surface are free from dirt and grease. This can be accomplished by the use
ot a cloth moistened with carbon tetrachloride on such parts, before the clean-
ing is started.

Should the serging or binding tape on your wool floor covering become loose
instructions for its repair can be obtained by writing to the manufacturer. '

Identification labels should be left on your rugs or carpets for reference
purposes.

If the corners of your floor covering begin to curl, apply a hot iron to a damp
cloth on both the face and back of the carpeting at the corners. Another remedy
tor this condition 1S sewing cardboard triangles underneath the unruly cornersA strong linen thread should be used for sewing the cardboard to the rug.

Spots and Stains

Many spots can be removed without too much difficulty, but—you must act
promptly. Once spots have "set" they are very hard to take out.

The most common method of removing grease spots or spots of a similar nature
is through the use of carbon tetrachloride or a soapless lather cleaner. Saturate
the spot with the cleaner and then sponge with a clean absorbent cloth. Best
results can be obtained by working from the outer edge to the center of the spot.

If alcoholic or soft drinks are spilled on your wool floor covering, immediately
apply plenty of fresh, clean, cold water and squeeze it as dry as possible with a
clean cheese cloth. If you don't get it all out the first time—repeat the process
But be sure you rub with the pile—not against it.

Stains or spots caused by pets are best treated by using a warm solution of
diluted acetic acid or white vinegar. Saturate the stain with one of these solu-
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tions and blot up with a cloth or white blotting paper. Under no circumstances

try to wash the stain out. This will only make it worse. If the stain is very bad

and apparently cannot be removed, the color can be restored by stippling or

painting the yarn with dye in solution with denatured alcohol, by a profes-

sional rug cleaning concern.

Bloodstains

Try to remove stain before blood dries. Dampen stain with cold water, then

sponge with a salt solution of one-half cup of salt and one quart of lukewarm

water. Do not use hot water, as it will set the stain.

Chewing Gum

Saturate the spot with carbon tetrachloride. Let stand for a few minutes to

soften. Remove carefully with a dull knife, then remove remaining traces with

carbon tetrachloride.

Wet Paint

Use turpentine to remove spot, followed by dry solvent, such as corn meal, to

absorb and remove the turpentine.

Ink

Repeated applications may be necessary by saturating the spot with clean cold

water and subsequent blotting with a clean absorbent cloth.

Mud and Dirt

Allowing mud to dry, it will brush off completely. However, if not, use a

sponge with warm water, then rinse thoroughly and carefully with clean, warm

water.

Coffee and Tea

These stains may be removed while wet by applying clear, lukewarm water and

drying with a clean absorbent cloth. If the spot has become dry, sponge with

carbon tetrachloride.

Mercurocbrome and Iodine

For stains of this nature, secure the advice of a good, reputable rug cleaning

establishment.

Burns and Holes

Occasionally lighted cigarettes, cigars or live ashes may be dropped on your

carpets, Unlike many other materials, wool will not burn with a bright flame,

it will only smoulder and char. This causes a hole in the surface which can

easily be repaired by sewing in new tufts.
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Moths are the frequent cause of much damage to wool floor coverings—how-
ever, if your carpets are cleaned regularly with an electric cleaner and exposed
daily to light and air, you should not have much trouble. The places to watch
are under cabinets, dressers, long chests, radiators or other heavy furniture
which is not generally moved. The best preventative is, of course, frequent
cleaning both of the surface and occasionally the back, moving the heavy fur-
niture at regular intervals. Further protection can be given the danger spots as
mentioned by the use of a good moth-proofing or moth repellent solvent solu-
tion. If rugs are to be stored, or if certain rooms are to be closed for a period,
the floor covering should be completely and thoroughly cleaned, face and back'
with an electric cleaner. They may then be sprayed with a solvent type moth-
proofing or moth-repelling solution, or sprinkled evenly with a moth-repelling
material such as naphthalene or paradichlorbenzene.

Allow about one pound to each 9x12 foot rug. Roll the carpet or rug imme-
diately, wrap it in heavy brown paper, and seal the edges with heavy gummed
tape.

Wool lint and hair accumulations in floor cracks and under the quarter round
and base board provide a fertile breeding place for moth larvae. Dog and car
hairs, if allowed to accumulate, will also furnish food for these insects. A
program of good housekeeping, which includes regular cleaning, will prevent
such sources of moth infestation. It might also be desirable to have your rugs
moth-proofed by a professional cleaner as part of the commercial cleaning
process.

Maintain Moisture

You can add materially to the wear life of your carpet, if you keep the proper
amount of moisture in the atmosphere.

The amount of moisture varies inversely with the temperature. When the
thermometer reading for temperature goes up, the hygrometer reading for mois-
ture weight goes down. This action is very definite. High temperatures with
accompanying low relative humidity cause many complaints about wool pile
fabrics. It is vital to health as well as wool pile fabrics to add moisture to the
air used in homes, business places and offices. The higher the temperature of
the air, the greater the amount of moisture needed to obtain the same relative
humidity. One authority strikes an average with the slogan that you must
"evaporate a gallon of water per room per day against artificial heat."

In a simple form, the problem reverts to the ability to evaporate this needed
water. Exposure of water in heater containers, radiator pans, fish globes, flower
bowls, plant jars, and the like will be helpful. Without any attention to this
need, some areas will register below 20% relative humidity, causing ill health
to occupants and floor covering complaints, all the way from fluffing to ag-
gravated crushed pile. 40% to 50% relative humidity is ideal in heated areas.
Below this figure the heavy wool yarns will be robbed of moisture weight and
bulk.

An indoor temperature of 68 degrees with a relative humidity of 42% is
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accepted as an ideal condition for personal health and the preservation of fur-

niture and home furnishings. A higher temperature with lower humidity is not

only more expensive to maintain, but it is harmful particularly to nose and throat

membranes and to all fabrics.

Resistance to Wet Shampooing

Carpet with Kraftcord backing yarns withstands standard cleaning and wet
shampooing methods satisfactorily and, in addition, in certain constrcutions the

shrinkage following rug washing has been less than normally expected.

Wearing Quality

Accelerated machine wear tests on two types of laboratory wear testing equip-

ment show equal wear life for carpet with Kraftcord backing yarns as with

other yarns, and rugs and carpets tested in actual service show equal wear.

Conclusion

The Technical Committee of the Institute of Carpet Manufacturers, after re-

viewing the individual and collective experiments in their laboratories and the

reports of experience with rugs in the field which have received commercial
service and washing tests, believe that Kraftcord yarns are a thoroughly satis-

factory backing material for floor coverings, and should be judged not as a sub-

stitute for other yarns, but rather as a product specifically designed for backing

yarn use which has achieved a place for itself as a backing yarn in the construc-

tion of pile floor coverings.
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HERE IS HOW YOl

SHOULD HANDLE COMPLAINTS

Very few major imperfections ever get past oiar inspectors, Occasionally it does
happen, however, that some slight irregularities will not manifest themselves
until a carpet is subjected to actual use. These slight irregularities of weave can-
not injure the wearing quality of the fabric,

Mohawk is always willing to assist in the adjustment of such cases. Here are
some of the common complaints that cannot be subject to adjustment.

1. SPROUTING:—This is the appearance of a number of threads above the
pile height of the carpet. These are extra long ends of tufts which should
never be pulled out, but clipped off with scissors at the same height as the
pile surface.

2. SHEDDING OR FLUFFING:—All new carpets will fluff to a certain extent
for the first few months. This fluffing is caused by the working out of the
short ends left in the yarn as the pile is cut and will discontinue as soon as
these ends have been removed.

3. CRUSHING AND SHADING:—This is a characteristic of all pile fabrics.
Persons unfamiliar with the effects of pile crushing and shading sometimes
think their carpet contains faded spots. A faded spot will appear the same
when viewed from all sides, while a shaded area will appear alternately light
and dark depending on whether you are facing the ends or the lay of the
tufts. Crushing and shading are sometimes excessive due to low relative
humidity in the surrounding air from artificial heat at high temperatures and
no added moisture. Wool fibres need moisture maintenance to give proper
bulk, lustre and wear value.

4. MISSING TUFTS:—This is the most common complaint. To the average
consumer, this means a hole in the rug, hence a serious complaint. But when
an explanation is given for the condition or demonstration of the ease with
which the tufts are replaced, there is usually no further difficulty over the
matter. We do not expect any consumer to forget about missing tufts Ar-
rangements should be made to have new tufts sewn in and our company will
accept any reasonable repair charges resulting from this work. If yarn of the
color desired is not available write to our Claim Department at the Mill and
a supply will be forwarded immediately.
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Some complaints result because carpets are over-sold by the retailer who has led

a customer to expect more service from her carpet than she can possibly get.

For example, a low-end Axminster might be sold and the dealer in his eager-

ness to close the sale informs the buyer that a high quality carpet has been pur-

chased which can be expected to give years of satisfactory wear. This will prob-

ably lead to a complaint and a dissatisfied customer. Here are a few suggestions

which we think will be helpful to you when you are talking to customers about

complaints. These same suggestions might be used when selling new rugs and
carpets to the customer.

1. All wool floor coverings should be laid over a rug pad. The pad acts as a

resilient surface to receive the hard wear of walking feet.

2. Wool floor coverings should be thoroughly cleaned regularly with a good
vacuum cleaner. If the fabric contains a great deal of dirt or grit or has been
improperly cleaned it will wear out at a greatly accelerated pace.

3. It is very desirable wherever possible to reverse wool floor coverings period-

ically. This tends to distribute the wear evenly.

4. If rugs and carpets have been mistreated—stained or damaged, perhaps

by housepets, the stain or damage should be removed as soon as possible by
methods that are set forth in Mohawk's booklet, "Keep It Clean."

5. Stair carpets should be properly padded and periodically shifted so that the

wear will be evenly distributed. Only such grades as the manufacturer recom-
mends for stairs should be sold for stairs. Generally speaking, these are the

heaviest grades in each weave.

6. In laying stair carpet, allowance should be made for periodic shifts by having
some extra carpet at one end.

7. If carpet is sold at too great a mark-up, the customer is very apt to expect
more than she should from the quality she has purchased. Do not lead

the customer to expect more than the carpet can give.

Every carpet grade is made to certain specifications which measure the wear ex-

pectancy under normal circumstances. If a carpet is over-sold and the customer
is led to expect too much, the retailer can avoid a great many complaints if he
will follow the seven suggestions listed above.
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